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PREFACE

We assume that this booklet, compiled by the staff of ESEA

Title III Project 71-1026 "Preparation and Counseling for the World

of Work" during the school year of 1971-72, will allow each classroom

teacher to conduct activities in most basic skill areas to teach the

concepts of career education.

The activities cited herein are for the most part proven

activities of interest to students K-6 and should be a help to every

teacher whether they are on a departmental or self-contained classroom

basis.

The staff of the project is to be complimented for the many hours

of work devoted to this endeavor. This staff will be available in

part or whole for consultative services.

W. J. Hoppes

Superintendent of Schools
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INTRODUCTION

Career development is now generally perceived as a life-long process

which begins in early childhood. Providing experiences which will promote a

realistic view of the student and the world of work through a career develop-

mental program are seen as a vital part to the elementary school. The

counselor's and the elementary teacher's role in career development is

essential in providing the leadership for students to gain knowledge upon

which to make realistic, individual and meaningful educational and vocational

decisions. Recognition of student needs, integrating career oriented mini-

courses into the curriculum, relating to job families and developing guidance

concepts and methods are suggested and organized into a cohesive program to

assist the homeroom teacher in presenting the world of work to elementary

children. This program also gives each child a chance to assess himself and.his

future potential by recognizing and developing his own special abilities

and interests as well as recognizing to some degree his needs through mani-

pulative experiences.

Dr. Arbuckle has offered a statement which in the opinion of the authors

of this work summarizes:

"Occupational information has a claim to a place in the elementary school
curriculum just as any other information and knowledge. Like any other
information, however, it is important only to the extent that a teacher
or counselor is able to use it to help a child become involved in the
learning process."

Those people responsible for this supplement to the Preparation and
Counseling for the World of Work are:

Palmer R. Grande, Project Director
*Patrick J. Flanagan, Counselor-Developer
*Debbie R. Wolf, Writer, Researcher & Typist
James Longin, Resource Person
Elementary Staff, Resource People
Ken Tintinger, Resource Person
Dave Parchen, Cover Design

*Writers of the Supplement
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THE DPO(,RAM

) Need of Child

To understand children More fully in the elementary school, we should be aware
of what is noing on today in their world. Once we can identify this, we must nrovide
experiences which will broaden their thinking and not stifle their creativity.

In the primary nrades, the child can be described as being somewhat nebulous
about the world which he is a part of. His world is small, but is nictured as very
idealistic. The student has a oreat imaaination and with this, lives in sort of a
fantasy world. In this fantasy world, he benins to identify with key finures in
the faMily, school and possibly community. After identification, role nlavinn
is quite common because of his imanination. Through this role nlavinn, he
nictures this role as beina ideal. His concept of this nerson and role is
building on the individual's self concent durinn this stane. This interest is
a temporary thinn, but the experience will be lasting and may be used later in
searching for answers about himself.

As the student nronresses in the intermediate grades, the nebulous self concent
becomes clearer to the individual. His interests begin to narrow by comparing
nast experiences which will result in the emerainn of.a few interests instead of
many. He begins to think more clearly and nutting value iudaments on hie; actions.
Therefore, he begins to do some reality testinn in a situation that renuires social
narticination.

Once the student can be defined, a nronram should be organized to broaden
their world in which they live and also nrovide onnortunities that will satisfy
the needs of the student in the elementary. The nronram that is offered through
the "Preparation and Counselinn for the World of Work" will he "Hands-on"
occupationally oriented exneriences. This along with nrovidina direction, will
help the student to build a self concent that is satisfvinn for him.

2) Integrating mini-Courses to Curriculum

This'pronram is not intended to divorce itself from the academic area's in
school, but to use it as a method of teachinn and motivating the learninn of ab-
stract academic content as well as the world of work. BY exnlorinn occunations,
children can see a nositive relationshin between school and the world of work.
They will nraduallv become informed about the skills and reouirements for many
occunations. This will enable then to see nersonal values in school. Thus We
can solve many nroblens before they become serious. To help the teacher to relate
the mini-course to subiect areas, the writers have sunnested subject areas or
narts of subject areas that can be used when teachinn the world of work through
nroiects. It is sunnested that the intenration Of the mini-courses to the
curriculum be in such a way to satisfy the needs of the students which was
brounht out in the above.

3) ini-Courses related to Job Cluster's

As the student nronresses through the elementary nradeS, he/she will be intro-
duced to numerous iohs. Instead of thinkinn of these lobs senarately, the
student will understand then as belnn in families. This will help them to think
more intellinentiv about future careers as well as nuiding students towards
nersonal fulfillment. rll the iols covered in this nronram will be nrouned into
nine families. They are nrofessional technical and mananerial occunations:

6
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Clerical and sales occunations; Service occunations; Farming, fishery, forestry
and rel4ted occunations; Processing occunations; Machines and trades occunations;
Bench work occunations; Structural occunations; and miscellaneous occunations.
These nine families can he found in the Dictionary of Occunational Titles:
With the use of the mini-courses, the follow-un will consist of listing the iobs
related to it and then nutting these into job clusters that annlies to that
narticular mini-course. The academic subject area or areas can be stressed as
the backbone for this cluster at this time. The teaching of the lob families
will be nronressive. Only those iobs that the child should be familiar with
will be covered at that nrade level. Kindernarten and nrade one, home and
school; nrade two and three, community; oracle four, state; oracle five, national;
oracle six, interamerica.

4) Career Develonment Concents

Vocational theories oenerally anree that a career selection is a life -long
Process. With this in mind, we are attemntinn to emphasize concents at variois
grade levels to heln the student to nain knowledge about himself and the working
world. Since an individual's value system is formed early in life, we feel these
concents, which will be taught at the elementary level, will aid the student
when he/she has to make a vocational decision. At the comnletion of the
elementary, it is honed the student will have a sturdy foundation to exnand on
through the higher grades to finally making a realistic, satisfying career choice.
These concents will relate to the mini-course directly in which they are
covered.

5) Methods

In each mini-course, certain activities are sunqested to teach nuidance
concents, iobs related to that activity, imnortance of, academic subjects and
the develonment of a self - concept in every individual. The methods suggested in
this nronram are: ;field trins, role niavinn, nunnets, interviews, nuest sneakers,
charades, career education notebook, filmstrins, films, stories, discussions,
names, books, exnerience charts, scrapbooks, mobiles, flannel boards, bulletin
boards, feeling box, nosters, hobby shows, dress-uns and nroun counselino.
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CONCEPTS
1. There is dignity in all types

of work.

-v-

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

'AC HOR CA WW LL T PHR OL

2. Individuals work to meet Personal
and social needs.

3. Peonie work for various rewards and

satisfactions.
4.

5. n orma ion a ou careers is nee
6. Individuals need special training.

7. Careers are nrouped by job families.

8. Some workers produce aoods, others
produce services.

9. Sunnlv and demand help determine
career choice.

10. Individuals differ in abilities,
interests and values.

11. Self - understanding is essential when
choosing a iob.

12. Individuals are oualified to perform
different jobs.

13. Observation of neonle at work improves

knowledge.
14. Snecialization leads to interdenendencv

among neonle.
15. Cultural & socio-economic background

affect career choice.
16. An individual's attitude affects success

in a career.

'AC ' CA HOP WW ' LL ' PHT ' 0B
I I I I I I I

Cooneration among workers is essentiO

'HOR' AC ' CA ' WW LL PB OL

'HOW CA AC ' WW' LL ' PHP ' HS

sea P C' H

' AC ' HOR' WW

' CA ' AC ' HOR
I I I I

: HOP ' AC CA '

I

AC ' HOR' WW PB ' CA
I I

HOR ' CA ' WI'! PB ' AC
I I 1

' CA ' WW ' HOP ' AC

' AC ' HOP ' CA ' PHR
r

' HOR' CA ' PHT MR.

' CA ' AC ' PHI

CA
pHp

' PHT
' HS

PHR ' HS

I I I

I AC ' HnR ' CA

" AC ' CA ' HOR

17. An individual's lifestyle is affected
by a career.

18. A satisfvinn career contributes to mental
health.

19. Leisure time activities affect career choice.
20. Individuals live in a particular

neonranhical area due to the nature of work.
21. Technolonical and soZiO1-671ical changes

eliminate and create jobs.
22. gidividuals value systems affect career

choice.

I I

' AC ' HOR PB

' AC ' NOR
' PHT / AC

: HOP OL

. I
' AC ' HOP.

I

I I I I
PHR

AC - Arts and Crafts HOP - Horticulture

CA - Culinary Arts PHT - Photogranhv
HS - Hand Sewing PHP - Practical Home Penairs

LL - Letterinn and Layout
OL - Outdoor Living
PR - Personal Banking
WV - Woodworkino
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Need of Child as related to Arts and Crafts

Elementary school are children need to exnress feelinns as well as receive a
feelinn of accomnlishment throunh creativity. Children in the nrimary oracles
do not have the finesse of rationalizinn, but this ability benins to develon as
they nrooress throunh the intermediate oracles. Since this need of exnression
is vital, Arts and Crafts will nrovide an activity where the student can exnress
this behavior throunh the use of his,kinetic senses. It will also allow the
students to exnress his creativity to fulfill the need of non-verbal self-
exnression. Throurh these activities, it is honed, the student will receive
a -Pertain denree of self-satisfaction.

Arts and Crafts as Intenrated into the Curriculum

Arts and Crafts nrovide an onnortunity for younrsters to work with their
hands and will-:venerate a hinh interest toward those activities. With this
hinh motivational level, Arts and Crafts can serve as a vehicle for teachinr
basic acader"ic skills to those students whose learninn activities are le$5
annronriate for highly abstract learninn exneriences. Instead of just helninn
a few, the teacher can select curriculum concepts which will he beneficial
to all. Listed below are ways in which Arts and Crafts can he intenrated with
the subject areas as to the curriculum outlines ,,of the Fort Benton System.

KINDERGAPTEN
Science
1. Each student will be able to acnuaint himself with his nhvsical environ-

ment throunh his senses. (workinn with clay, soil)

Lannuane Arts

17- The student will he able to listen to and follow a sinnle direction.
2. The student will he able to be attentive in one-to-one situations and

nroup settinns.
3. The'studert will exnand his sneakino vocabulary.

Social Studies
17-75-eCliiTT--will express himself throunh dramatization and maninulative

arts.
2. The child will deronstrate ability to work indenendentiv.

Math

T.---The student will identify by name a circle, a trianale, and a snuare.
("ae these desinns on finished nroduct.)

2. The student will demonstrate his ability to comprehend and use the
folloine ratheratical terms: add, circle, lamer, less, lonner, more,
flair, shorter, smaller, snuare, subtract.

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
-!`rove suhiect areas for Kindernarten.

rIDCT rPADF

.- F7611 student will be Able to collect, observe and classify soil (clay)
and enckg. (e.g., color, taste, texture)
Cash student will be able to observe and relate the effects of erosion.

StUt'Pvt tai 11 at 'r observe that the sun (firinn of clay)
causes chaones in the St10 P; fwIttPr.
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Math
1 7--The student-will identify and name a circle, triannle, souare, and

rectangle. (use clay)
2. The student will comnare lennths of objects for lonner and shorter.

Social Studies
1. The student will discuss ways in which families enjoy life as a aroun

in contrast to individual livinn.
2, The student will be able to differentiate between needs and wants.

Lannuaae Arts
1. The student will be able to listen to and follow multiple directions.
2. The student will be provided new words to exnand on vocabulary.

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
above subject areas for First Grade.

SECOND GRADE
Lannuane Arts
1. The student will be able to be attentive (announcements, directions and

exnlanations, renorts, discussions and oral reading)
2. The student will increase on vocabulary.
3. The student will be able to write for a specific cournose.

Math

17The student will develop an understanding of geometry.
a. The student will use desinns such as trianciles, circles, cubes,

line seaments, etc.
2. The student will measure to the nearest 1/2 inch.
3. The student will demonstrate his ability to add to his Previous

terminolonv.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify the need for various workers in the

community.
2. The student will be able to identify community resources for leisure

time.
xi

Science
1La h student will be able to observe and inyestinate that matter exists

in three forms and can be changed from one state to another. (e.n.,
linuid to solid)

*The above concerts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
above subject areas for Second Grade.

THIRD GRADE
Lannuane Arts
1. The student will be able to listen while sharinn oral exneriences.
2. The student will be able to dramatize. (nlay acting and nunnetrv)
3. The student will be able to use dictionary and reference materials.

"a th

17--bevelon an understandinn of neometrv.
a. Discuss desinns on t-shirts when comnleted.

2. The student vq1 demonstrate his ahilityto add to his nrevious math
vacabulary.
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Social Studies
I. The student will indicate how all people are alike.
2. The student will discuss asnects of various cultures that have been

brought to the United States.

Science
T. Each student will be able to investinate and record that solids can

be disolved or mixed with another substance and solids in solution
can he changed back to a solid. (dye)

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum guides under the
above subiect areas for Third (grade.

(10ADE FOUP

Social Studies
The student will be able to identify nhvsical features and resources of
sunnested renions in the United States in snatial relationshin to

Crazil. (natural resources)

Science
1. Sound.

a. Each student will be able to investigate the pitch of sound and

how it travels in two states of matter. (metal students are working

with)

4a th

77bevelon an understanding of measurement.
a. The student will develon an understandinn of conceots of

measurement. (settinn un natterns on metal sheets)

Lannuane Arts
I. Develon the ability to recognize that reading has various functions.

a. The student will be able to organize material. (describe metal

toolinnnrinin, process)
,e

"uric
ItThe student will nroduce sounds from different types of metal.

*The above concepts are round in the Fort Benton Curriculum (uides under the

subiect areas for Fourth rraders.

rIFTH nPADE

Social Studies
'1. The student will be able to indicate causes and results of the

Industrial "evolution in the United States. (discuss raw materials,

manufacturing, snecialization)

Science
17-7n7dlerakinn does not relate directly to the Fort Benton Curriculum for

the fifth nrade, but lessons can be develoned around hydrocarbons,

ternerature, oxvnen and netroleum.

1. The student will be able to reconnize and identify the followinn narts

of a circle: center, radius, diameter, chord. (use when making circular

candles)
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Math cont.
2. The student will be able to measure the weinht of a aiven object in

whole and fractional part usino a scale. (ounce, nound)(this can be
applied when weiahino wax for desired amounts)

3. The student will develop the ability to use the mathematical onerations
for whole numbers.

Language Arts
1. Develop the ability to sneak accordinn to a niven situation. (student

will describe the process of candlemakinn)
2. Develop the ability to annly knowledne of lannuane structure for

more effective writinn. (the student will write a short story or
orininal noetry on candles)

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum guides under the
subiect areas for Fifth graders.

SIXTH 'BADE
Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify Latin America's economic

influence on the United States. (trade, manufacturino, snecialization,
traditions, etc.)

Science
1. Students will be able to identify the process of tanninn.

Lannuane Arts
1. The student will be able to reconnize the orinin and continued develop-

ment of lannuane. (the writinn data on old scrolls)
2. The student will be able to record historical materials. (where

letteri nn. care from)
3. The student will be able to exnress nersonal ninions, judnments and

observation. (use the leatherwork activity)

'lath

T7--The student will develon the ability to construct neometric finures
(draw desinn on belt)

2. The student will be able to add and suhtract units of measure. (size
of belt)

'!usic

1A lesson can he develoned around the construction of'usical instruments
with emnhasis on the ones made of leather.

*The above contents Are found in the port Benton Curriculum guides under the
subject areas for Sixth rraders.
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Fashion Designer

Letterer.
Commercial Artist

Ceramic Engineer

Interior Decorator
Art Instructor
Designer
Painter.

Sculptor
Fashion Designer

Cartoonist
Stage Scenery Designer
Centrifical Caster
Curator
Sketcher
Glass Painter

Watchmaker
Potter
Jeweler
Centrifical Caster
Silversmith
Waver
Lapidist
Glassblower
Enameler
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APTS AND CRAFTS

Guidance Concerts and Methodology

The guidance concents as well as suggested methodology is indicated for
the mini-course, Arts and Crafts. The counselor and classroom teacher will
attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realm
of these concents.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

Kindergarten

There is dignity in all tynes of work.

Individuals work to meet personal and
social needs.

cirst grade

People work for various rewards and
satisfaction..

Information about careers is needed.

Second grade

A. Instructo Kit. "When I Grow Uo
I Want To Be...." Students will dress
flannel figures in the tyre of clothing
they wear on the iob and tell why that
work is imnortant.
B. Career Education Notebook. Students
will construct their notebooks and
enter their future job descrintion.

C. Feeling Box Activity. Students

feel art objects and think of reasons
the artist made it.
D. Career Education Notebook.
Students will draw what the object
felt like and reason the artist made
the object.

E. guest Sneaker. Drama Instructor
nresents nlav concerning his occunation.
F. Career Education Notebook.

G. Feeling Box Activity. Students

feel art objects and*tell all they know
about the iob to which the obiects
are related.
H. Career Education Notebook.

Cooneration among workers is essential. I. Parier-ache Workers. Students
create mini-workers with napier-mache.
J. Career Education Notebook.

Individuals need snecial training. K. Guest Sneaker. Arts and Crafts
Instructor talks about his snecial
training and nresents demonstrations.
L. Career Education Notebook.
Students will write a few sentences
concerning what they learned from the

sneaker.
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Suonly and demand help determine career
choice.

Third Grade

Careers are nrouned by .job families.

Some workers nroduce mods, others
produce services.

Individuals are nualified to perform
different jobs.

Fourth Grade

Cultural and socio-economic background
affect career choice.

An individual's attitude affects success
in a career.

An individual's lifestyle if affected by
a career.

Fifth Grade

Specialization leads to interdependency
among neonle.

A satisfying career contributes to
mental health.

Technological and sociological changes
eliminate and create iobs.

Sixth Grade

". Career Education Notebook. Students
will draw their individual iTetches of
"Suonly and Demand".

N. Thanksnivina mural. Students
will ge7siFn a mural nertaininn to

"The First Thanksgiving Workers".
G. Career Education Notebook.
Students will summarize their mural
activity and discuss what they know
about job families.

11. Career Education Notebook.
Pie oraph activity.

n. Poster Activity. Students
design posters concerning community
helpers.

P. Socio-Economic Conditions. Story

and discussion.

S. Career Education Notebook.

T. Interviews. Students interview
various community workers.

U. Career Education Notebook. Students

include their interview in notebook.

V. "aoazine Activity. Students discuss
the occupations related to manufacturing
a magazine.

W. Interviews. Students interview
Adult Education Clas's members.
X. Career Education Notebook. Students
include interview in notebook.

Y. Career Education Notebook. Students

list Arts and Crafts related occupations
in their notebook.
Z. Filmstrip. "What Is A Joh".

Individuals differ in abilities, interests AA. Hobby Show.

and values.
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Self-Understandinn is essential when BB. Filmstrip. "Who Are You?"

choosinn a job.

Leisure time activities affect career CC. Field Trin. Field trig to "Our

choice. Corner Boutinue".

1
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Student Activity - A & B

Purnose: To help students understand that there is dignity in all types of

work.

"aterials: Instructo Kit When I crow Un I Yant To Be", Career Education

Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noinn to learn that there is dignity in all

tunes of work.

Have students discuss what they want to be-when they grow un. Have students

dress flannel figures in the tvne of clothing they wear on the iob and tell

why that work is important.

After everyone has had a tur, have students draw pictures of what they

want to be when they nrow up and tell why. Students will begin their

Career Education Notebook now and include their future job description

in it.

Student Activity - C & 0

Purpose: To heln students understand that individual's work to meet personal

and social needs

"aterials: Feeling Box and art objects and tane recorder, Career Fd. Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out the different reasons noonle

work.

Activity: Let's all sit in a circle_and we'll paSs the feeling box

from one to another.
First we'll nut our hands in the feeling box and see if we can

figure out what is in it. After we find out what the object is we'll

think of reasons why the artist made it. As each student nuts his hand

in the feelinn box, turn the tane recorder on to record his resnonses.

Include art objects such as flinch anditcoil pots, ceramic mold finures,

candles, nanier-mache, beadwork, etc.

Extension: Ask the students why they like to do art work. or why they

don't. Ask them if they have ever done artistic work at hore. Why or

why not?
Have students draw a picture of what the object felt like and their

reason the artist made the'obiect.

Student Activity - E & F

nurpose: To heln students understand that noonle work-for various rewards

or satis-facti -ons.
s.
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materials: Drama Instructor, punnets, nunnet stane, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we have a nuest sneaker, Mr. . He is the drama

instructor at the hinh school. mr. is notna to tell us about his

job and answer anv nuestions you mayTave. 'Ir. nuts on nunnet

plays just like we do, but the punnets he uses are real neonle. Let's

see what he has to say.

Now mr. will nut on a nunnet nlav for us. He might tell us a

story or pantomime so we can auess the characters. Have the drama instructor

imitate different occunations and have the students try and nuess who the

workers are. Have the instructor tell what rewards or satisfactions each

worker receives from his iob.

Have students draw or write what they learned from the nuest sneaker

and include it in their Career Education Notebooks.

Student Activity - n & H

Purpose: To help students understand that information about careers is needed.

Feelino box, art objects, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're aoinn to find out how much we know about inbs.

Have students sit in a circle and nass the feelinn box around. Place an

art obiect in the feelinn box. Have the students nuess what is in

the box and when it is discovered, what it is, have someone tell what

they know about the iob that created this object.

Have the class cut out pictures of -jobs related to Arts and Crafts

and naste them in their Career Education Notebook.

Have students draw or write what their object felt Tike and what

iob had created this object.

Student Activity - I & J

Purnos-e: To heln students understand thatrcooneration amonnyorkers is 'essential.

'4aterials: Panier-mache, naint, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noinn to explore the world'of work throunh

nanier-mache. Choose anv job you want and create this worker out of

panier-mache. When he is dry, we'll naint some clothes on him.

Now that we have our little community of mini-workers, let's think of

ways in which they need each other. Have ever" student tell who his

worker is, what iob he nerforms and name the other mini-workers he needs

in order to do his ich nronPrIv.
Have the students arranne a disnlav of their mini-workers in the hall

disnlav case. These mini-workers can also he used-durinn a nunnet nlav

or dramatization.
Have students write a few sentences concerninn their mini-workers and

tell what kind of iob he does.-
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Student Activity - K & L

purpose: To heln students understand that neoole need snecial traininn.

"aterials: Arts and Crafts Instructor, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're (loin(' to have a nuest sneaker who is the Arts
and Crafts instructor, mr. . "r. is noinn to talk to us about
his iob. He will also tell us about the special trainino he had to have
in order to do his iob well. Have the instructor tell ahout other artists and
and the traininn they received. r. will do some demonstrations
for us now. E.n., throw a not, tie-dve, centrifical casting, candle - making,
etc.

Have the students ask any nuestions they may have about his job, snecial
training, or demonstration.

When the class returns to their room, have each student write a few
sentences about what he learned. Include this in their Career Education
Notebook.

Student Activity - m

Purnose: To heln the students understand that sunnly and demand heln deter-
mine career choice.

materials: Career Education Notebooks

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noinn to find out how sunnly and demand heln
determine career choice. Peyiew with the class the terms "sunnly and
demand".

Have the children draw in their Career Education Notebooks a nicture
of something that they really want. E.n., toys, names, money, friends, etc.
Tell them that this is "demand". Demand is something that we really want.
Now have them draw a nicture of where they can buy the thinn that they
really want. Tell them that this is sunnly.

Have a discussion on what would hannen if they had everything that
they wanted. There would be no demand for anythinn. What would hannen
to the factories that nroduce toys and names. Discuss what would ,hannen
to the stores that are filled with the things -that they do not want any
more. What would hannen to the workers emnloyed in these stores if
no one came in to buy noods? Discuss what would hannen if the stores had
no noods. What if there were lots of things you wanted but couldn't have
since the stores did not have them?

Have a discussion on the balance between services and noods. Must
they always be balanced? Why or why not?

Student Activity - N & 0

purpose: To heln students understand that careers are nrouned by iob families.

matertals-: Lona sheet of butcher saner, construction naner, nlue, Career Ed.
Notebook.
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Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're aoina to find out how jobs belong together.
Do this activity during Thanksnivinn. Entitle the mural "The First Thanks -
aivino Workers". Have each child create a worker out of construction
paper. _Instruct the students that the worker they create had to liave
helned at the first Thanksniyinn. Pemind the students that there .are
several lob families; Professional, Clerical and Sales, Service, Farming,
Processina, Machine and Trades, Benchwork, Structural, and miscellaneous.

croun the workers in their narticular families and naste them on the
butcher naner. Have the class tell a story usinn their mural about the
First Thanksaiyida. Hang the mural so=the students can glance at it for
information concerninn job families.

Have students write a few sentences concerninn the above activity and
what they know about job families.

Student Activity - P

Purpose: To help students understand that some workers rroduce nodds and
some nroduce services.

materials: Career Education Notebooks.

Procedure:
ntroduction: In our Career Education Notebooks, let's draw a nie_aranh

showino how many workers produce a) noods, h) services, c) both mods and
services, d) unknown. 67% are nroducers of services, 10% nrOdUcers of
noods and services, 21% producers of noods, 2% unknown.

Before.fillina in the orant, ask the students what nercentane they
think would fill the .oran.

Peveiw with the class what goods and services are. Have the class.
discuss the following:
1. Why do we need nrodUcers of noods?.
2. Why do we need nroducers of services?
3. How do nroducers of services and noods help our community or nation?
4. How many nroducers of noods can You think of that are related to Arts

and Crafts?
S. How many nroducers of services can You think of that are related to

Arts and Crafts?

Student Activity 7

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals,are pualified to.nerforti
different lobs.

Materials: Poster naner, naints or crayons:

Procedure:

Introduction? Today we're noinn to learn that evervdne is qualified to
perform a different lob. Review with the students that there are workers
in the home (students who decide to use this area might entitle their
noster, "What mother Does", ."What Father Does", "mhat I-Do", "What Others
Dd" - babvsitter, maid) workers in the school, ("What the Princinal Does",
"What the-Teacher Does', "What the SetretarY Does", "What the Janitor Does",.21
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"What the Bus Drivers Oo",) workers that come to our home, ("What the Post-
man Does", "What the Fireman Does", "What the Carpenter Does"). After the
students have finished, have each explain his "work of art" and tell who
the,worker is, what he is doina, etc. Hann un the posters so that the class
can see all the jobs at once. Someone might brine un the noint that we
need all different types of neonle to run our town.

Student Activity - P

SOCIO-ECoNMIC CONDITIONS

In a Poorer section of the city called Wadesville lived a family. In

this family was the father who would work only when they needed money. His

jobs consisted of duties that did not reciuire any training or nrior education.
The anartment where they lived had coal heat and the other neighbors

couldn't figure out why they always had a full bin of coal when theirs was
.empty. They knew the father wasn't workinn full time, so he couldn't be
wealthier than theli-were. Some neighbors began to wonder why the alarm went
off in these neonle's home every mornina at 2:00 a.m. One morning, after
the alarm had none off, one of the neighbors who thought the father really
worked at this time hapnened to be awake. Suddenly the neinhbor heard more
than one nerson walking, and out of the apartment came two boys. They went
to everyone's coal bin and took two nieces of coal and nut it in theirs.
Finally the neighborhood had their auestion answered about the coal.

Discussion: :What affect will this have on these two boys when they nrow
un? Why will work be important or not imnortant to them, Exnlain.

Student Activity - S

Purpose: To help students understand that an individual's attitude affects
success in a career.

"aterials: Career Education Notebooks.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noina to find out that an individual's attitude
affects success in a career.

On a sheet of naner, make a list of the academic subjects and then in
another column list jobs the students are familiar with. (Include nrofessions
in Arts and Crafts too) Have the students nut "like, indifferent, or
dislike" for each subject area and job. In summary, have the students
check their attitudes of academic courses with occunations that would
help a nerson at that job.
Discussion:
1. Is it important to choose something that you like.
2. How can a aood attitude in school help you later on at your iob?
Have students include their naner in their Career Education Notebooks.

.4" sr>
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Student Activity - T & U

Purnose: To help students understand that an individual' lifestyle is
affected by a career.

Materials: Interviews, Career Education Notebooks.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today We're noinn to find out that an individual's lifestyle
is affected-by a career.

The students will be divided into five arouns. Each aroun will
interview one of the followinn occunations: teacher, doctor, bartender,
farm laborer and an artist. The students will use nuestions that will
provide information about how one's job-will or will not satisfy ones
needs. Discussion will follow on the imnortance of knowing yourself before
selectinn an occunation and to know an occupation before choosing it.

Have students include their interview in their Career Education
Notebooks.

Student Activity - V

Purpose: To help students understand that snecialization leads to inter=
denendencv amonn neonle.

Materials: Magazine

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're goinn to find out how many different occunations
contribute to the develonment and use of a manufactured nroduct.

Let's take a look at this manazine. (Have one student no to the
board and write the classes resnonses.) Tell me all the occunations
involved in nroducinn a manazine, from the beninning of the idea to the
selling of the manazine.

Now let's list these in nroner order.
Pemind students that manazines and nublications have a great deal of

art work involved in them. Not only in nictures, but layout and eve anneal.
Have a discussion concernina all the neonle involved in just nublishinn a
manazine. Discuss other art-related occunations where specialization
is needed.

Student Activity - (1 & X

Purnose:

'taterials:

To heln students understand that esatisfyinn career contributes to
mental health.

Interviews, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noinn to find out that a satisfying career con-
tributes to mental health.

The students will be divided into nrouns and each nroun will select
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two neonle to interview in the Adult Education Class which will he
learning about Arts and Crafts.
nue.stions:

1. Why are you Making this class?
2. What are yOu seeking?
3. Are You doing this for relaxation?
4. Does this take your mind off of daily liyinn?

nnen discussion will follow and the counselor will heln the students
to realize the importance of doing somethinn that releases tension.

Have students include their interviews in their Career Education
Notebooks.,

Student Activities - Y & Z

Purpose:. To heln students understand that technological and sociolonical channes
eliminate and create jobs.

laterials: Career Education Notebook, Filmstrin "What Is a Job?".

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're poinn to see how technological and sociological
changes eliminate and create -lobs. First let's watch this filmstrip to

see just what a job is.

Now that we know more about a job, let's discuss what hannens to iobs.
This is an example:

A scientist discovers a way to harness and use the tremendous
electrical Power nenerated in a bolt of liohtninn. To do this he had
to develop a different kind of machinery, which has thousands of senarate
narts which have to be carefully assembled. What is likely to be the
effect on occupations?

List some occupations related to Arts and Crafts in Your Career Education
Notebook. Do You think these jobs will be here in the next ten or twenty
years? Why or why not? If we have a nonulation exnlosion, hot" would
this affect these Arts and Crafts related iobs? Name advantages and dis-
advantages to technological and sociological channes.

Student Attivitv - AA

Purnose: To heln students understand that individuals differ in abilities,
interests and values.

"aterials: Hobbies

Procedure:
Introduction: Instruct students a few days ahead that they are to brine
a hobby of theirs to school for a "Hobby Show". nn the day of your "Hobby
Show", have each child display and explain his hobby.

Each child must also relate as many careers is he can to which his

narticular hobby could -lead.
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Student Activity - BB

Purnose: To help students understand that self-understanding is essential
when choosing a job.

!'aterials: Filmstrip "Who Are You?"

Procedure:

Introduction: Today were aoinn to find out more about ourselves.
Can you tell me who you are? Are you just a name? Is that how we tell
each other apart? Let's watch this filmstrin and find out' who we really
are.

Let's have someone no to the board and write the word "Arts and Crafts".
Let's all think of what artistic things we like to do. Now let's have
someone else no to the board and write the word "nerson" next to "Artsand Crafts". Let's all think of what kind of nerson would eniov doing
each of these activities, what characteristics they would have. Is
this a true way to determine who and what You are? Do you think you'll
always have the same interests? Do you think you will have completely
different interests ten years from now?

If we all had the same interests then we would all have the same kind
of job and what do you think would hannen then?

Do you think you have learned more about yourself in just this session?

Student Activity - CC

Purnose: To heln students understand that leisure time activities affect
career choice.

materials: Field trin to "Our Corner Boutiaue".

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're mina to see how our leisure time activities
affect our career choice. First let's'draw a circle on the board. Now
let's divide the circle into thirds. One-third will be sleep, one-third
will be work (school-) and the other third will be blank. What do you
sunnose noes in the blank one-third? Leisure time. Have a discussion
concerning the circle. What if there wasn't any leisure time and we
had to work for two-thirds or sleen for two-thirds. What would hannen?

Now let's make a list of activities we do when we're not asleep or in
school. Let's circle the ones that are hobbies. Now we'll discuss why
we have hobbies. Is it because it interests us? Would you choose an
occunation because -it interests you? Can hobbies heln you learn more
about Yourself? Can hobbies heln You develon new skills? Why is it
imnortant to try new hobbies? Now tell me what you think your hobbies
and Your future occunations have in common.

While on the field trin, think of -lobs related to the hobbies in the store.
4.,)
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Need of Child as related to Culinary Arts

A child in the elementary school generallris very imaginative. Through his
imagination, a child_may become involved with role playing to satisfy the curiosity
need. They idolize people they admire and imitate them in their play. When they
identify with their sexes, the girl will take the role of the mother and the boy
of the father. Tradition tells us when we are young, boys do certain things and
girls other, but in addition, children are curious and looking for the experience
of doing the things they see ether people doing.

Culinary Arts will provide an opportunity for both boys and girls to experience
the role of cooking and to express themselves through cooking. It will teach
etiquette which will help the intermediate students to be more socially accepted.

Culinary Arts integrated into the Curriculum

Culinary-Arts can be used effectively as the tool to motivate students toward the
academic areas. The activity can provide another method for the teacher to use.
By selecting subject area concepts and teaching these as you are doing, Culinary
Arts will add new light to the education of the child. Listed below are ways in
which Culinary Arts can be integrated with the subject areas as to curriculum out-
lines of the Fort Benton System.

KINDERGARTEN
Science
1. Each student will be able to observe the three states of matter.
2. Each student will be able to observe that Matter occupies space.

Social Studies
1. Thy, child will demonstrate pride in his work.

2. The child will express himself through manipulative arts. (cookie designs).

3. The child will follow abits of cleanliness.

Math
1. The student will demonstrate, with the use of manipulative objects (cookies)

an understanding of the addition and subtraction processes.
2. The student will count in sequence to 10.
3. The student will identify by name a circle, triangle and square.
4. The student will compare the size of objects and identify the larger and

smaller items.
5. The student will show an awareness of the clock and time.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to listen to and follow a single direction.
2. The student will be able to interpret the content of a single picture.

(picture of a baker)

3. Student will expand on speaking vocabulary.

*TrP above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the above
Ardtect areas for Kindergarten.



FIRST GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to observe that living things need food for

energy and growth. (yeast)
2. Each student will be able to observe and investigate that matter

occupies space, a solid has a shape, the shapes of liquid and gases
can be changed.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify ways in which family members

help each other.
2. The student will be able to identify the need for homes.
3. The student will be able to differentiate between needs and wants.

(food)

Math
1. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the addition and

subtraction processes :.
2. The student will identify and name a circle, triangle, square and

rectangle.
3. The student will be able tcrtell time on the hour.
4. The student will compare lengths of objects for longer and shorter.

1212221221rLI
1. The student will be able to listen and follow multiple directions.
2. The student will be able to recall story events in sequence and

tell about them in complete sentences. (steps in making bread)
3. Students will be able to build on vocabulary.
4. The student will be able to write about his experiences.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
tte above subject areas for First Graders.

SECOND GRADE
Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify the neeffor various workers in

the coMmunity. (cooks, waitresses, bakers, tc.)

The student will be able to identify food as a basic need of all people.
The student will be able to discuss that occupations of people vary so
that goods and services can be produced.

4. The student may identify ways in which people of other countries
live similar lives to his own. (foods and eating, etc.)

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to use appropriate language in various

situations. (table manners)
2. The student will increase his speaking vocabulary.
3. The student will develop the ability to respond to reading material.

(recipes)

Math
1. The student will demonstrate the relationship between addition and

subtraction.
2. The student will recognize 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 in relationship to a whole.
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Math cont.

3. The student will be able to tell time on the 1/2 hour.
4. The students will identify cup, pint, quart and gallon containers

and compare the amounts of liquid they hold.

Science
1. Each student will be able to state the needs from the environment of

a growing plant. (vegetables)

2. Each student will be,able to select nutritious foods for good. health.
3. Each student will able to conclude that the sun gives energy

that is stored in green plants.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton' qurriculum Guides under the
above subject areas for second graders.

THIRD GRADE
Social Studies
1. Develop an understanding that people of many races and cultures have

contributed to the American Culture. (discuss known foods that cer-
tain nationalities are known for)

Language Arts
I. The student will be able to listen while sharing oral experiences.
2. The student will be able to express his own ideas through writing.
3. Develop an appreciation of the various forms of literature.

a. Student will research a certain food by using dictionairies
and reference materials.

Math
1. The student will recognize 1/5, 1/6, 1/8 in relationship to a whole.
2. The student will demonstrate his understanding of addition, sub-

traction, division and multiplication.
3. The student will identify the value of all coins. (buying food)
I. The student will be able to tell time on the minute.
5. The student will identify cups, pints and quarts.
6. The student will read a recipe and solve problems.

Science
1. Each student will be able to explain that lviing things are dependent

upon soil, water, and air from their environment.
2. Lesson on heat.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
above subject areas for Third Graders.

FOURTH GRADE
Social Studies
1. The student will be able to differentiate agricultural regions from

industrial regions.
2. Develop an understanding and an appreciation of cultural change within

various regions.
a. social interaction
b. traditions
c. needs
d. wants



Math

17-The student will be able to convert one standard English unit of
liquid measure to another. (ounce, cup, pint, quart, gallon)

2. The student will be able to identify parts of a whole from a given
model.

Science
1. Each student will be able to explain or describe that the basic food

substance for energy for living things is sucar.
2. Each student will be able to explain that microrganisms return matter

to the environment. (E.g., growth of bacteria, mushrooms and other
fungi)

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to organize material.

Health
1. The student will demonstrate proper manners while eating.

Music
1. The playing of music which is used to sell products. (commercialism)

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
subject areas for Fourth Graders.

FIFTH GRADE

Social Studies
1. The student will differentiate the various, cultures that adopted to

the "new world".
2. the student will be able to indicate causes and results of the

Industrial Revolution in the United States.
3. The student will trace the pattern of exploration and settlement

and compare and contrast this pattern to the American Western
Movement.

Math
1. The student will be able to-compare two fractions for their "less

than and "greater than" value.
2. The student will be able to add and subtract proper fractions with

like and unlike denominators.
3. The student will be able to convert one standard unit of liqujd

measure to another.
4. The student will be able to express time using the second, minute,

the hour, etc.

Science
1. Chemistry of living things.

a. Each student will be able to explain chemically the process of
basic respiration, (yeast)

Arts
1. Develop the ability to apply knowledge of language structure for

more erfectiye writing. Topic - origin of spaghetti.
2. Develop the ability to dramatize nationalities covered.
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Music
1. Introduction of foreign songs. Mood music of the foreign countries.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides which are
under the subject areas for the Fifth Graders.

SIXTH GRADE
Math
1. The student will develop an understanding of rational numbers.

(fractions in recipes)

2. The student will develop the ability to perform the mathematical
operations of whole numbers. (cost of food)

3. Develop an ability to perform mathematical operations.

Science
1. Each student will be,able to investigate and explain that enzymes

cause chemical changes which aid in many body processes. (E.g.,

diastase and breakdown of starch)

2. Each student will be able to investigate and, explain that heat is
the kinetic energy of molecules.

3. Each student will be able to investigate and describe the nature of

heat. (E.g., how heat is transmitted and how heat changes the
state of matter)

Language Arts
1. Refine the ability to listen attentively.

a. The student will be able to listen for clues to meanings.
(ballads and folksongs around the campfire)

2. The student will develop skills in making an informational
booklet. (perishable and non-perishable foods)

Health
1. Food selection and eating patterns are determined by physical,

social, mental, and economic cultural factors.

Music
1. Use folksongs or songs of nature at the campfire.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
subject areas for Sixth Graders.



Culinary Arts as related

The following design
Arts, as it is related to

Culinary Arts

to job clusters

is intended to depict the mini-course, Culinary
various job clusters.

Service

Professional
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Pantrymen,,and Women
Home Maker
'Governess
Waiter
Waitress
Chef
Cook
Extension Service Specialist
Beautician
Food Service

Supervisor
Meat Cutter
Butcher
Babysitter
Baker
Kitchen Workers

Dieticians
Home Economist
Nutritionist
Home Demonstration Agent
Food Specialist
Institutional Nutrition

Consultant
Restaurant Manager



CULINARY ARTS

Guidance Concepts and Methodology

The guidance concepts as well as suggested methodology is indicated for
the mini-course, Culinary Arts. The counselor and classroom teacher will
attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realm
of these concepts.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

Kindergarten

1. Information about careers is needed. A. "Shopping for Dinner"

First Grade

1. Individuals work to meet personal B. Career Education Notebook.
and social needs.

2. Cooperation among workers is C. field trip to Grocery Store.
essential.

Second Grade

1. There is dignity in all types of D. Community Helpers Play.
work. E. Puppet Play

2. People work for various rewards and F. "Feeling Box Activity"
satisfactions.

3. Careers are grouped by job families. G. "Family Tree"

Third Grade

1. Information about careers is needed. H. "Occupational Caterpillar"

2. Individuals differ in abilities, I. Prejudice Game.
interests and values.

3. Self-understanding is essential when J.. Likenesses and differences.
choosing a job.

Fourth Grade

1. Some workers produce goods, others K. People pyramid
produce services.

2. Observation of people at work L. "Galloping Gourmet"

improves knowledge.

13. Specialization leads to inter- M. Health-related occupations.
dependency among people.

. . 33
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Fifth Grade

1. Individuals need special training. N. Creative Writing Activity.

2. Individuals are qualified to perform 0. Imaginary Man.
different jobs.

3. An individual's attitude affects P. Discussion.
success in a career.

Sixth Grade

1. Supply and demand help determine Q. Career.Education Notebook.
career choice.

2. Cultural and socio-economic R. "Regional" discussion.
background affect career thoice.



Student Activity A
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ROLE PLAYING ACTIVITY

Shopping for Dinner

Procedure:

introduction: Everybody must sit down on the floor for this activity.
Pass out a card to every student. Tell the students that you are going
to _tell them a story and every time they hear the name of the fruit or
vegetable or whatever they have on their card, they must stand up and
sit down very quickly. We must be very quiet and listen all the time
I'm reading the story or we might miss our turn in standing up. Review
everyone's card to make sure they know what it is. IS EVERYONE READY?

Story: Today I'm going to the grocery store to buy groceries for dinner.
I have already looked in the refrigerator and we have plenty of milk, so
I won't have to pick up any. Now I'm at the store and I have my grocery
cart at the produce section. The produce man is very nice and he takes
care of all the vegetables and fruits. He makes sure that all the fruits
and vegetables are clean and free of chemicals. He also arranges them
for us to see which is the freshest. I'm going to get a large head
of lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers and avocados. I'm going to get a bag
of potatoes so we can have mashed potatoes with our fried chicken. Next
is the meat department. The manager of this department is the butcher.
He cuts up the meat and puts it in packages for us. The butcher must
know which animal each piece of meat comes from in order to label the
meat properly. He displays the meat in a refrigerated counter so that the
meat will stay fresh. The butcher must be careful because his knives
are very sharp and he might chop off a finger. I think get some
hamburger for tomorrow, but for today we're going to have chicken. We're
in the frozen food section now and I'm going to get a frozen pie and
ice cream for dessert. My grocery cart is filling up and is getting
harder to push. I must go to the canned food department and I see a man
putting food on the shelves. This man is called a stock man because -

he makes sure that the shelves are always well-stocked. He also puts
the pri.ce on each can so we'll know how much it costs. In this department
I'm going to get a can of corn and also a bottle of salad dressing.
We're all through shopping, so now we must pay for our groceries. The
person that adds up the groceries is called the cashier. She adds up
all the prices and then tells us how much we owe and we pay her. The
next person we meet is the box boy. He puts our groceries in a box or
bag and carries them to the car for us. Now I'm at home again and we're
nearly ready to eat dinner. While I'm making the gravy for the mashed
potatoes, my mother is setting the table. She needs plates, spoons,
forks, knives, napkins and glasses. We're all sitting down now and
while I'm putting butter on my bread, my mother is pouring the milk.
Later on tonight for a snack, there are apples and oranges in the
refrigerator. Wasn't this fun shopping for dinner and helping prepare
it? Have you ever helped make dinner at home?

Discussion: Have the students discuss where the fruit and vegetables
they have eaten came from. What it tastes like and if they like it or
not. Discuss the occupations involved in the preparation of food.
E.g., bread, baker; potatoes, farmer; etc.
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Student Activity - 8

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals work so as to meet
personal and social needs.

Materials: Career Education Notebook, tape recorder.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals work to meet
personal and social needs. Instruct the students to think of something
their mother or father cook at home. Have the student draw a pidture
of it. Now have the students either write or tell the tape recorder the
recipe and the directions their mother or father uses.

When this is completed, have the student show this picture to the
class and tell why his mother or father made it. Stress the personal
satisfaction their parent had in preparing this item. Have the student
include this paper in his Career Education Notebook.

Student Activity - C

Purpose: To help children understand that cooperation among workers is essential

Materials: Field trip to Grocery Store.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out just how important cooperation
is among 65iTers. Let's have someone go to the board and write the word
"Culinary Arts". Have the students list different foods they know. Do
you know where you get this food? (supermarket) Do you know where
the supermarket got the food? Have the children trace the sources of the
food they have listed on the board. Have the class relate the sources
to the occupations involved.

Now let's go on our field trip to the grocery store. Have the children
notice how many people work in the grocery store. Have the class discuss
the different duties of each worker. How does each worker rely on
another? Have the children discuss what would happen if the butcher didn't
work or the cashier, stockboy, etc. Have the children discuss the impor-
tance of these people working tegether. What would the consequences be
if they didn't work together?

Have the children recite the following poem:
Marketing, marketing, this is the day
we go to the market to spend Daddy's pay...
Carrots and cookies,
and pepper and peas;
spaghetti and lamb chops,
and hard yellow cheese;
three kinds of cereal
hilh on the shelf,
(I'm tall enough now to
reach some by myself);
floorwax and flour
and two loaves of bread, Marketing, marketing, this WAS the day
!'d much rather buy jell,/ as we went to the market and
donnhnuis instead!) SPENT Daddy'spay.
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Student Activity D

COMMUNITY HELPERS

A Play

Author Unknown

This play was used by Velma Lee Grimes, a first grade teacher
in Ada, Oklahoma, as an assembly program at the completion of a unit
on community helpers. It could easily be adapted to more closely
fit any community or be usable for other grades.

Scene: A street with lamp pints, United States Post Office,
grocery store, church, ice cream store, toy store, or other
buildings. These can be constructed and painted in the classroom.
Cardboard boxes are easily used for this.

Characters wear any articles of clothing suggesting their
occupation.

NARRATOR: In the first grade, we are studying the community. Now
you will have the chance to meet some of the people who live in our
town. Would you like to know the folks you see, as you go up and
down? We should like to introduce to you the people of our town.
FATHER: I must go to work now. I have lots to do today.
MOTHER: I need to shop a while this morning, so we will see you
tonight.'

CHILDREN: May we go too? Goodbye, Daddy.
NARRATOR: Here is the teacher of our town.
TEACHER: Good morning, I teach the children many things they like
to do-: reading, writing, arithmetic, and the ABC's too. (ABC Song,
School Days, America the Beautiful, We Sit in a Circle)
NARRATOR: This is the doctor of our town.
DOCTOR: There are fifteen patients waiting. I hope to cure them all.
NARRATOR: The doctor has helpers too.
NURSES: We gladly work to get you well, and check your temperature.
Sometimes we give a shot or two, your sickness just to cure.
NARRATOR: The postman goes from door to door throughout the entire
land.

POSTMAN: Good day to you. I bring you papers and letters if I can.
NARRATOR: Here ere the policemen who help in our town.
POLICEMEN: (One or more children can be used in some occupations.) We
are the policemen at the corner that are watching out for you. If
I didn't blow my whistle, I don't know what you would do. (Song about
a policeman.)
NARRATOR: Here are the bankers in our town.
rANKERS: We bankers keep your money safe. We lock the vault at night.
The burglar alarm is guaranteed to give the burglar a fright.
NARRATOR: Here comes the milkman now.
MILK ;4AN: I gel: up very early so you'll have your breakfast cream.
NARRATOR: No town is complete without an ice cream lady.
ICE CREAM LADY: I'm the ik:e cream lady from the ice cream store. I

serve :icy with a smile. Ice cream is white, pink and brown fixed in
the latest style.
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NARRATOR: The engineer runs the train.
ENGINEER: I carry people, mail and freight through sunshine, snow
or rain. (Song: Down by the Station)
NARRATOR: Over here are our checkers from the grocery store.
GROCERY CHECKERS: We try to help you get the things you need. We
serve you with a smile, and add the bill with a special machine.
NARRATOR: Now these .are our cooks.
COOKS: A cook is always busy. People say our apple pie will keep
you well.
NARRATOR: If there is a fire, we know who to call.
FIREMEN: We bring the water hose, we put the fire out and then
away we go. (An appropriate song)
NARRATOR: Here is our baker.
BAKER: Bake, bake, bake, work, work, work. I work and work all day
long. (song: Oh, Do You Know The Baker Man? to the tune of Oh,
Do You Know The Muffin Man)
NARRATOR: Do you need a plumber today?
PLUMBERS: We are the plumbers whom you need when.pipes get trouble-
some. We fix all leaks and quickly too, with my tools I come.
NARRATOR: We often need mechanics in our town.
MECHANICS: We're busy you can see. If you can't get your car to
run, just send the thing to me.
ALL We are the people whom you meet as you go up and down. We are
the ones who help you most--to make a lovely town. (musical games
would be appropriate here)
NARRATOR: Now we want you to see some fun we have at times in our
nice town. (Round and Round the Vill-age, Hokey-Pokey, or others)

Student Activity - E

Purpose: To help children appreciate all workers.

Materials: Two puppets.

Procedure:.

Introduction: Remind children-how we must rely upon other
workers in order to be happy and healthy.

Enactment:

Fred: What would you like to do when you're finished with school?

Ted: I'd like to be a doctor.

Fred: Well, what kind of doctor?

Ted: Gee, I never thought of all the ,different kinds. (Students
could name all the types they know.) Fred, what do you
want to do?

Fred: I'd like to be a garbage man and help make your job as a
doctor easier.

Ted: Acit do you crl. how can a garbage man help a doctor?
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Fred: Students, can you imagine what would happen to Fort
Benton if the garbage wasn't collected?

Discussion: Class discusses disease, sickness, the need for
more doctors and hospitals, etc.

Extension: What other workers in Fort Benton can you think of
that rely on others? Stress the community helpers in Fort
Benton and the importance of each.'

Student Activity - F

Purpose: To help students understand that people work for various
rewards and satisfactions.

Materials: Feeling Box, Culinary Arts objects.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today were going to find out different reasons that
people work. First let's discuss reasons people work by answering
these questions:
1. What is the difference between work and play?
2. What is the difference between work and a hobby?'
3. When is work interesting and a pleasure?
4. What would life be like at home if your father never worked?
5. What are some of the reasons people work?

Now let's pass the feeling box around and see if we can guess what is
in it. When the secret object is revealed, have the students tell
what jobs are related to it and why they think these people work.
The following Culinary Arts objects could be used: hard-boiled egg,
spaghetti, bea,ls, nuts, fruits, lettuce, potato, etc.

Student t'#ctivityY G
---------------

Purpose: To help student,. understand that careers are grouped by job
families.

Materials: Scrdpbool,, old magazines, crayons.

Procedure:
--P1trOductior. In our (Weer- scrapbooks, let's draw a tree. This
will to c1,11ed our "Faily free'. Let's write our name on the
trunk and t'- branche, Cara be all the members of our family. Have
the students eigher draw their falmly, or write their-names on
the branches. Have the students tell who the members of their
fawily are dnd what iot-, they per form.

Pemi nd the ttident._, toll .ember A. the family is different,
but they d!' iI4YE Cit.! rtitW! rrr COANiff, they are all related to
etch other and :ft-1,,T ' i fin

'ree rhi 4#1i OE called the "Job Tree".
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Let's write the words "Culinary Arts" on the tree trunk.
(Explain what Culinary Arts is.) What do you think the
branches will be? Now let's cut out pictures of jobs re-
lated to Culinary Arts from. these old magazines. These
pictures will be branches of the tree. After we have collected
all our pictures, let's glue them on our trees.

Have the students show their "Job Trees" to the class and tell
what the pictures are and how they-relate to Culinary Arts.
Remind the students that jobs are like us. We belong to a
family and jobs belong to families also. What kind_of
branches would an Arts and Crafts tree have?

Student Activity - H

Purpose: To help students understand that information about
careers is needed.

Materials: Colored construction paper, marks-a-lot, stapler.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to see how much we know about
jobs. Pass out a strip of'construction paper to each student.
Instruct the class that eaci one must think of an occupation
related to Culinary Arts any write it on the construction
paper. _When everyone is finished, have each student tell
what he knows about the job he wrote down. Then have him
staple the ends of the construction paper together and
staple it to a bulletin beard. The next student will put his
next to the last and a caterpillar will appear. Paste small
black eyes on the last loop.

Have a discussion concerning the amount of information the
students already 1..now about occupations and the importance
of learning more.

Student Activity.,- 1

Purpose: To help chIldren understand that individuals differ in
their abilities, interests, attitudes and values.

"4.ateris: No-e

Procedure:

,InTroduction: fit we're going to find out how each of us is
different from t mother and respect us for our differences.

Se ;pie Siturc.ior,: Let's take a look at ourselves and each
other. Pr): do each of s differ from one another? Do we all
,;o. r the . } r }+t we all sound the same? Do we all
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like the same things? First, let's divide \the class. All

people who have brown eyes are in one group'. All people who

have blue eyes are in another.

Enactment: All blue-eyed people get to sit in the front of
the class. All brown -eyed people must be quiet. All blue-

eyed people can talk for two minutes. All blue-eyed people
get five extra minutes at recess. All brown-eyed people must

come in at the regular time. All blue-eyed people can get a

drink. Brown-eyed people don't. Now let's change. Now

brown-eyed people can sit in the front and talk, etc.

Discussion: How do you like being a brown-eyed person? Blue-

eyed person? How does it feel to have brown eyes and not be
able to do things? Do you think it is fair to not be included
in the activities?

Extension: If you have black skin, should this make you
different from people with red or white? If you enjoy reading

books and everyone else thinks that it is a crummy hobby, then
does that mean there's something wrong with you? What kind

of differences can you name that people in your class have?
Do you make fun of people who are different? Why? (Students

will discuss their own differences and why they should still
like someone even though he is"different.) Discuss differences

in jobs--why they think some jobs are better to have than others.

Student Activity - J

Purpose: To help children realize that self - understanding is

important when choosing a job.

Materials: Paper and pencil.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out just how much we

really know about ourselves. Let's use a checklist to help us.

EXAMPLE: I like to:

be outdoors
be indoors
cook dinner
draw pictures
talk to people
be by myself
help people
work with machines
plan meals
do things where I ca, vove around

work wi',h my hand-,

try new things
make up sown,
build thing',

collect things
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Now h4e a discussion concerning the checklist to discover everyone's
likenesses and differences. On the basis of their comparisons, have
the students write a paragraph on "What Kind Of Person Am I". Have the
student include these in their career scrapbooks;. Discuss how well you
would do a job related to Culinary Arts if you didn't even know your-
self. How would you know what type of occupation you liked?

Student Activity K

Purpose:

Materials:

Procedure:
Introduction: Spread the butcher paper out in two long sheets.
Divide the class into two groups. Divide these two groups into groups
of three or four. Today we're going to make a people pyramid out of
jobs relating to Culinary Arts. (Remind them what a pyramid is.)

Have one group entitle their paper "Some workers produce goods."
Have the other group entitle their paper "Some workers produce
services." Now I'm going to ask you what you ate for lunch.
Paint your lunch at the bottom of the paper. (or write the words)
Now the "Goods People" must trace their lunch to all the workers
who produced the goods for the lunch. The "Services People" have
to trace their lunch to workers who produced the services for the

-1lunch. --;

To help students understand that some workers produce goods
and others produce services.

Butcher paper, Tempora Paints, your imagination.

Discussion: Explain what goods and services are. Discuss what would
happen if everyone produced goods and no services, vice versa.
Discuss what workers in this town produce goods and who produces
services.

Student Activity

Purpose: To help children understand that observation of people at
work improves knowledge.

Materials: Video Tape Replay of the "Galloping Gourmet".

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn that observation of people
at work improves knowledge. The teacher will tape a cooking show before
class and play it back. A discussion will follow by using questions
such as:

a. How can you tell that that person enjoys his/her job?
b. Wile. mus t you like to do in order to like that job?
c. From observing, what school subjects would help you in

co(Aing? How?
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Student Activity M

Purpose: To help students understand that specialization leads to inter-
dependency among people.

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction: Let's have someone go to the board and write the word
"Culinary Arts". Under this word, let's think of all the jobs that
relate to it. Bring in the idea that if we don't eat the proper foods
we won't be healthy. If you aren't getting enough vitamin C you
will have to go to an eye doctor. Relate goods to health occupations.
If you're not feeling well and don't know what's wrong, you go to
a general practitioner. If the trouble is with your bones and
joints, then you go to an orthopedic surgeon. If it is a skin
disease, you go to a dermatologist. Ask the class to discuss why
there are so many health occupations. The students should soon
discover that there is too much to know about health for any one
person to know so many things. This is why different workers
"specialize" in certain areas; teeth, eyes, bones, etc.

Have the students discuss other jobs related to Culinary Arts in
. which people must specialize.

Student Activity - N

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals need special
training.

Materials: Career Education Notebooks, creativ.e writing.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals need
special training. Have the students title their papers "Individuals
need special training". Everyone begins their story with the
following sentence: This is the year 2001 and there is a great
demand for people working in the field of Culinary Arts." (You
might have to remind the students what Culinary Afts is. Put the
following words on the board: college, schooling, demand, place
of employment, salary, working conditions, training, etc. Instruct
the class that they must continue the story and use some of these
words in it. Remind them they must keep in mind the title of
their essay. Have some of the students read their essays aloud
and have the students include them in their Career Education Note-
books.
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Student Activity - 0

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals are qualified toperform different jobs.

Materials: Chalkboard and chalk

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to see how people can perform manydifferent kinds of work because of their interests and abilities.First have one student draw a silhouette of an imaginary man on thechalkboard. Have another student write the word "interests" to oneside of the man. The class will list all the interests of theimaginary man. Another student writes the word "abilities" on theother side of the man. The class will list the abilities of theimaginary man. Now have a student write the words "Possible Occupa-tions" under the man. The class will now make a list of possible
occupations related to Culinary Arts that the man could do wellbecause of his interests and abilities.

Discussion: Have the class discuss their own interests and abilitiesand how they would relate to Culinary Arts.

Student Activity -

Purpose: To help students understand that an individual's attitude affectssuccess in a career.

Materials: None

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that an individual's attitudeaffects success in a career.

Problem Solving: Joe is a very pleasant man, but has a poor attitudeon his job and towards the community. It seems like he just doesn'tcare. Can you solve Joe's problem or aid hill a little.

Discuss:
a. What would Joe's perforance be on his job?b. How can Joe be a pleasant 1,tati with his attitude?c. Is there a discrepancy here!

Student Activity - Q

Purpose: To help students ta' sut-1,1 ,)nd demand help deter-mine career choicf.2.

Materials: Career Education lotelp)o'r..
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Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that supply and demand
help determine career choice.

The class may review the term supply and demand and relate its in-
fluence upon career choice.
a. What does supply mean?
b. What does demand mean?
c. What does the term supply and demand mean?
d. How can the idea of supply and demand influence the career a

person goes into when he is grown?
e. Why should a person find out about the supply of the demand for

jobs in the occupation he is considering?

Career Education Notebook:

Students may list jobs that existed 25 years ago, but are nearly
obsolete today. Make another list of jobs that we don't have
today, but probably will in the future. Use the discussion method
to find'out cause and effect.

Student Activity - R

Purpose: To help students understand that cultural and socio-economic
background affect career choice.

Materials: Tag board, pictures.

Procedure:

Introduction: As the student studies Canada, Mexico and South America,
he will be able to discuss cultural and socio-economic conditions as
compared to that of the United States.

Cut out pictures of various regions and paste on the tag board.
Divide the class into groups and have them list the jobs that they
think might be found in that region. When this has been completed,
discuss the following:
a. Standard of living
b. Capitalism (col,oetitiveness)
c. Technology
d. Education

4s
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Need of Child as related to Hand Sewina

The students in the intermediate grades are striving for peer accentance. Even
though they go along with a laroup to satisfy the need of belonaing, they are looking
for individuality. This is noticeable especially in their actions with the
immediate family. To suffice this need, one can use Hand Sewing as a method. By
aivina them the experience in sewing and clothinn art, it is hoped they will receive
a better understandinn of nood appearance in clothing selection. Another need that
can be met through this activity is the feelinn of accomplishinn somethinn by the
use of creativity.

Hand Sewina intearated into the Curriculum

Hand Sewinn and Clothinn Art reauires a knowledge of material that has been
learned in the previous nrades and also to develop insinht into students what
will be needed to do this activity. There is also the onnortunity for the
teacher to teach subject area concepts along with hand sewing. Therefore, the
teacher can use this activity for a review and also to motivate students toward
the academic areas. (To integrate Hand Sewina and Clothing Art with the subject
areas, as indicated in the curriculum outlines of the Fort Benton System. The
following concents are to be stressed.

Social Studies
1. To identify Canada's cultural contributions to the United States; e.a.,

customs.
2. To indicate Canada's economic influence on the United States; e.a.,

aariculture, manufacturing vs. human labor.
3. To discuss Latin Amertca's cultural influence on the United States; e.a.

customs.
4. To identify Latin America's economic influence on the United States;

trade, resources, agriculture, manufacturing vs. human labor.
5. The student will be able to apply various man skills to the study of

Latin America; e.n. Mestizo, commercial subsistence, tropical zones,
cul=ture, etc.

math

17bevelon an ability to Perform mathematical onerations.
2. Develop an understandinn of geometric properties.
3. Develop an understandinn of measurement concepts.
4. Develop an understanding of the measurement of Physical properties.

Language Arts
1. Through the use of demonstrations the student will be able to sneak using

an outline.
2. The student will be able to listen for clues to meaning. (drama, poetry)
3. Develop an awareness of the varied extent of reading material. (natterns)
4. Develop the ability to write in a pronressivelv mature and meaninnful

manner. (A writing assignment on activity)

Science

Does not relate directly to the science concents at the sixth nrade level, but
the teacher may like to develop lessons around fabrics, synthetics, dyes, etc.

*k The above concepts are found in the Fort,..genton Curriculum guides under the
above subiect areas for sixth graders. A,Ir
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Hand Sewing as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Hand
Sewing, as it is rel-ted to various job clusters.

Hand Sewing

Clerical E Sales

Profes'Sional

Processing

Service

Benchwork

48

Modeling

Designer

Collar Pointer

Cleaners
Shoe Repaitman
Personal Maid
Presser

Hand Sewers
Trimmer
Milliner
Upholsterer
Bushelman
Fur Finisher
Fur Nailer
Fur Cutter
Tailors
Inspectors
Sewing Machine Operators.
Bundlers
Shapers
Cutter
Markers
Machine Spreaders
Hand Spreaders
Pattern grader
Patternmaker
Sample Stitcher
Seamstress
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HAND SEWING

Guidance Concents and Methodolonv

The nuidance concents as well as sunnested methodolonv
is indicated forthe mini-course, Hand Sewinn. The counselor and classroom teacher willattempt to exnand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realmof these concents.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHODS

Cooneration arionn workers is essential. A. Punnet Play. (Activity A)

Careers are nrouned by job families. B Filmstrin "What are Job
Families" Field trip to
Sinner Comnanv.

C. Activity C. This can also
he used for lannuane arts.

Some workers nroduce noods, others D. Field trip to Home Economicsnroduce services.
. lab.
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Student Activity - A

Purnose: To help children understand that cooneration is essential in the
world of work.

aterials: Hand nunnets (male, female)

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're ming to have a nunnet play about Joe, who has
a lemonade stand and Susie, Joe's friend. Now we see Joe has a customer,
Susie. Let's listen to what they say.

Enactment:

Susie: Joe, your lemonade is *lust areat, but You have such a plain
stand and You don't even yell at neonle when they ao by.

Joe: I know, I've only had two customers all day long.

Susie decides that she should open a stand and sell her lemonade for
a nickel since Joe's is a dime. Now we see Susie has a very fancy
stand.

Susie: "GET YOUR ICE-COLD LEMONADE FOLKS, ONLY A NICKEL".

Fred: Gee, only a nickel. (drinks some) Ick! I want my money back.
This is horrible.

Al: You're rinht, this is the worst, I want my nickel back.

(Susie closes her stand and is talkina to Joe)

Susie: How did you do today?

Joe: only two neonle. Guess I shouldn't have ever started. I think
I'll nuit too.

Susie: I don't understand, your lemonade is areat, but you don't have
any customers. my lemonade is lousy, but I know how to attract people.

Discussion:

Susie: Students, what do you think we should do?

50
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Student Activity - B

Purpose: To help students understand that careers are grouned by job families.

Materials: Filmstrip "What are Job Families", Field Trin to Singer Company.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out that.careers are grouped by
job families. First let's watch the filmstrip "What are Job Families".
Now that we know a little more about job families, let's go on a field
trip to the Singer Company. Here we will learn more about how jobs are
related to job families. Do you think knowing about job families can
help you think intelligently about future careers? Do you think we can
classify jobs of hand sewing by understanding their interdependency.

Student Activity - C

WORDAGRAM

DJCPRESSERCA
MFRAUSWEMUOB
AIFTFUTWAFLD
RNMTKXAOKPLA
KIRENGISEDAE
ESBRNHLFRRRR
RHINENOTTUBH
SEAMSTRESSZT
HRDNVYSOECIA
EOLTDIZWNPPP
SROSSBICSUPE
AORETNIOPFEH
ILLE.GCUTTERK
RELIANCIRBAF
GPMGNIRUSAEM

Find each of these words in the nuzzle above. Draw a ring around each word.

Hand Sewing Fur Cutter
Seamstress Collar Pointer
Designer Sew
Pattern Maker Fur Finisher
Scissors Fur Nailer
Tailors Thread
Presser Measuring tape
Hem Markers
Button Fabric
Zipper
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Purpose: To help students understand that some workers nroduce goods
and others nroduce services.

Materials: Field trip to Home EConomics lab.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're aoing to find out that some workers produce
aoods and others produce services.
Have the students visit a home economics lab in progress that is sewing
and observe the various workers. Visit another place that deals only
with services. Stress the words snecialization and interdenendencv when
the class returns.

Ouestions to consider:
a. What would happen if everyone made the thing we observed?
b. What would happen if everyone just did servicina?
c. Why do we need both?

52
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Need of Child as related to Horticulture

At the elementary age the individual has a natural curiosity about life
and growing things. This curiosity can be satisfied through the growing of
plants or trees. A student can receive much satisfaction or develop a
sense of pride in his accomplishments. As the student reaches the inter-
mediate grades, his needs change somewhat. The major change is that of
becoming an individual, which gives the student satisfaction and pride if
he can accomplish something when competing with the forces of nature. There
develops an individual competativeness.

Horticulture integrated into the Curriculum

Horticulture can be a tool for the classroom teacher to create enthusiasm
for students to improve their attitude towards school. The student is
generally very active all the time, but his activeness increases in the
spring. He would rather be outside. The teacher can take advantage of this
by using Horticulture as the content for the subject areas. It will be a
change from the traditional classroom setting and should make school more
meaningful for the students. Listed-below are ways in which Horticulture
can be integrated with the subject areas as to curriculum outlines of the
Fort Benton System.

KINDERGARTEN
Science
1. Each student will be able to identify and group living things.

a. plants vs. animals
b. plants (e.g., trees and domestic)

Language Arts
1. The student'will be involved in many creative activities.

(acting out the growth of a plant)

Social Studies
1. The child will demonstrate his ability for self-control.

(sharing materials, sharing time, etc.)
2. The child will listen to stories, and take part in discussions

in order to expand his fund of knowledge.

Math
1. The student will show an awareness of the clock and time. (make a

graph of growth of a plant)
2. The student will be able to perform mathematical operations. (counting

seeds, plants, etc.)
3. The student will differentiate between a square and a rectangle.

(making the flats)

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Kindergarten.



FIRST GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to observe relationships of growth and

development of living things to their environment and food supply.
(grow seeds in soil)

2. Each student will be able to observe that living things need food
for energy and growth. (fertilizer)

Math
1. The student will demonstrate the ability to read the calendar.

(How long did it take the plants to grow ?)
2. Add mathematic terms to the students vocabulary.
3. The student will use a ruler to measure objects to the nearest

inch.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to listen to and follow multiple directions.
2. The student will be able to build vocabulary through phonetic and

structural analysis.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify ways in which family members

help each other.
2. The student will be able to differentiate between needs and wants.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the
above subject areas for First Graders.

SECOND GRADE'
Language Arts
1. Same as for First Grade except on a higher scale.

Math
1. The student
2. The student

subtraction
3. The student
4. The student

and compare
5. The student

will recognize 1/2, 1/4, 1/3 in relationship to a whole.
will demonstrate the relationship between addition and

will demonstrate his ability to read the calendar.
will identify cup, pint, quart, and gallon containers
amounts of each.
will measure to the nearest 1/2 inch.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to discuss that occupations of people vary

so that goods and services can be produced. (stress.- jobs found
in Horticulture)

Science
1. Each student will be able to classify plants according to their

environment.
2. Each student will be able to state the needs from the environment

of a growing plant.
3. Each student will be able to discover the different materials in

soil.

4. Each student will be able to observe the conservation of soil.
5. Each student will be able to conclude that the sun gives energy

thatis stored in green plants.
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*The preceding concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Second Graders.

THIRD GRADE
Science
1. Each student kill be able to group plants by structural

characteristiO. (green and non-green, reproductive, with or
without tubes; etc.)

2. Each studentt011 be able to explain that within the classes of
living things', the sources and kinds of food they use will vary
with the environment.

3. Each student'will be able to explain that living things are depen-
dent upon soil, water and air from their environment.

4. Each student will be able to relate the origin and properties of
soil.

5. Each student will be able to investigate and explain the conser-
vation of soil.

Math
1. The student will identify even and odd numbers.
2. The student will demonstrate his understanding of multiplication

as a joining of equivalent sets.
3. Develop an understnading of Geometry. (line segment, right angle,

parallel lines)
4. The student will measure to the nearest quarter-inch and yard.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to listen while sharing oral experiences.
2. The student will be able to dramatize. (using plants as the content)
3. Develop an appreciation of the various forms of leterature.

a. Research plants by using dictionaries and references.

Social Studies
1. The student will compare various residential areas within

metropolis. (use planting gardens, flowers as one way of com-
paring)

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Third Graders.

FOURTH GRADE
Science
1. Energy and Photosynthesis

a. Each student will be able to identify that soil, air and water
are the sources of raw material for photosynthesis. (use
terrariums in the classroom)

2. Ecology
a. Each student will be able to determine ow living things are

dependent upon the environment they live in. (cycles of a
plant)

Jfj
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Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify Montana's location, physical

features and resources as a part of a region. (regions where
plants come from)

Math
1. The student will be able to select the proper unit of measurement

for lengths, area, weight, temperature, etc.
2. The student will develop an understanding of whole numbers.

(expanding number of plants)
3. The typical student will be able to demonstrate his ability to

apply mathematical concepts and operations in daily situations.
(classifying number of plants, etc.)

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to increase his ability in creative

writing. (plants)

2. The student will be able to classify information. (labeling
plants)

Music
1. Moods of a plant growing.

I.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Fourth Graders.

FIFTH GRADE
Language Arts
1. The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to write

original poetry. (use Joyce Killmer as an example)
a. Interpret mood of the poet.

Social Studies
1. The student will trace the pattern of exploration and settlement

and compare and contrast this pattern to the American Western
Movement. (home for other things, supply and demand)

Math
1. The student will develop an understanding of geometric properties.

(plotting out area for trees)
2. The student will be able to select the proper device for measuring

the following: inch, foot, yard and mile.

Science
1. Energy and photosynthesis. (observation of hard and soft wood

trees through various seasons)
2. Other things that a teacher may develop lessons on are: weather,

soil, types of trees, growth rings and fertilizer.

Music
1. Discuss instruments made out of wood and what kind. (hard, soft)
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Health
1. Various drugs come from trees.
2. Trees are nature's humidifier.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Fifth Graders.

SIXTH GRADE
Social Studies
1. The student will be able to indicate Canada's and-Latin America's

economic influence on the United States. (agriculture, natural
resources, etc.

2. The teacher can use this activity also to cover regions, climate,
population, etc.

Science
. Each student will be able to investigate and explain that heat is

the kinetic energy of molecules. (hot bed)
2. Studying plants such as perennials and annuals.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to utilize voice techniques and gestures

for better communication. (Students will give oral demonstrations
on "How To".)

Math
1. The student will develop an understanding of geometric properties.

a. The student will apply learned and new material in the con-
struction of the hot bed.

2. The student will be able to select the proper unit for the
measurement of a physical object. (hot bed, flower arrangements

and corsages)

Art
1. Balance

Health
1. The student will be able to identify edible and non-edible plants.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under
the above subject areas for Sixth Graders.
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Horticulture as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course,
Horticulture, as it is related to various job clusters.

HOrticulture

Clerical & Sales

Miscellaneous CAirplane Dusting
Pilot

Food Sales

Professional

Farming, Fishery,
Forestry and
Related Occupations

ozy
4-4-1

Geologist
Cooperative

Extension Service
Workers

4-H Agent
Agricultural Agents
Geographer

Park Foreman
Nursery Worker
Landscaper
Ground Keeper
Plant Scientist
Cotton Grower
Wheat Farmer
Entomologists
Plant pest Agents
Plant quarantine

Inspectors
Agricultural Engineers
Agricultural Economists
Tree Surgeon
Florist

Soil Conservationist
Soil Scientist
-Dairy Farmer
Feedlot Farmer
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HORTICULTURE

Guidance Concepts and Methodology

The guidance concepts as well as suggested methodology is indicated for

the mini-course, Horticulture. The counselor and classroom teacher will
attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realm

of these concepts.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

Kindergarten

1. People work for various rewards and A. Role Playing Activity.

satisfactions.

2. Cooperation among workers is

essential.

First Grade

B. "Timber" Role Playing
Activity.

1. There is dignity in all types C. "Blepo's Basket". Showing

of work. the importance of work.

Second Grade

1. Individuals work to meet personal and D. Interviews.

social needs.

2. Information about careers is E.

needed.

3. Some workers produce goods,
other produce services.

4. Individuals differ in abilities,

interests and values.

Third Grade

1. Individuals need special training.

2. Supply and demand help determine
career choice.

F.

Burning Forest Activity.
Occupations involved with forest
fires.

Charades.

G. Puppet Play.
H. "Birds in the Nest" Activity.

I. Field Trip. Students discover

greenhouse.

J. "Nature Hike"

3. Observation of people at work K. Field trip to greenhouse.

improves knowledge.
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Fourth Grade

1. Information about careers is L. "Password".
needed.

2. Careers are grouped by job M. Wordagram.
families.

3. Individuals are qualified to N. Transparencies, Career
perform different jobs. Education Notebook.

Fifth Grade

1 Self-understanding is essential when
choosing a job.

0 Career Education Notebook.

2 Cultural and socio-economic back- P.

ground affect career choice.

3 An individual's lifestyle is
affected by a career.

Q.

R.

4. Individuals live in a particular S.

geographical area due to the
nature of work.

Sixth Grade

Appalachia Role Playing

Puppet Play.
Panel Discussion.

Discussion.

1. An individual's attitude affects T. Group Counseling.
success in a career.

2. A satisfying career contributes U. Interviews.
to mental health.

V. Guest Speaker.3. Technological and sociological
changes eliminate and create
jobs.



Student Activity - A

Purpose: To help students understand that people work for various rewards
and satisfactions.

Materials: None

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out that people work for
various rewards and satisfactions.

First let's all spread out so we have lots of room. Now we're going
to pretend that we are wheat seeds. Seeds are small and hide under
the ground. Let's all make ourselves as small as we can and get down
on the floor like the seeds do. Now it's raining and this is when
we get a drink of water. Let's all pretend that we're drinking the
rain. Rain and sunshine make us start to sprout so let's move very,
very slowly and pretend our roots are growing. Now with more rain
and sunshine our stem is growing, and were pushing through the soil.
Now we are growing very quickly and we are growing wheat at the top
of our stems. Let's stand up as tall as we can and pretend our hands
are the wheat. Here comes the combine now and will chop our stems off
and lift us into the truck. Let's jump real high so we won't miss the
truck. Our reward for growing and being such healthy plants is
becoming a loaf of bread. Someone will buy us and put butter on us or
make us into a sandwich. What do you think the farmer's reward is?
(Stress the importance of rewards, such as feeling good inside, self-
satisfaction, etc.)

Student Activity B

"Timber"

Purpose: To help students understand that cooperation among workers is
essential.

Materials: None

Procedure:

Introduction: It's important for students to work together to help the
class finish its work. It is important for grown-ups to help each
other, too. Today we're going to pretend to be all grown-up--very big
and very strong.
Pantomime: Find a place on the floor and imagine you are very tall,
very strong, and very grown-up. Now, show me how tall, strong, and
grown-up you walk up and down the street. That's good.

Setting the situation: Now let's pretend we are lumberjacks going out
to chop down a tree in the forest. Put your ax over your shoulder and
we'll stroll out in the woods and look around for a good tree for ourselves.
Have you found a good tree that needs cutting? Let's swing our
_heavy axes...chop, chop, chop. Pantomime fiction.

Maybe we better look it over. Is it ready to fall yet? No, we'd
better Chop over here...chop, chop, chop.



Now let's look. Oh, oh...it's swaying...swaying... we'd better
hurry over here to get out of the way. There it goes...everyone call
out "timber!"...timber...crash: There goes the tree: Boom.

Sometimes two lumber jacks work together to chop down a tree.
They stand on opposite sides of the tree and when one hits, the other
is swinging back getting ready to hit.

Pantomime: (choose volunteers), perhaps you and I can
show these folks what I mean. Let's pretend this is our tree. Now
you chop and I'll swing back...I'll chop and you swing back. Chop
and swing...chop and swing...chop and swing....chop anc swing.
It doesn't take as long to chop a tree down that way.

Everyone take a partner and find a tree. The one who will chop first
put up your hand. The other one should swing back getting ready.
Ready, begin. Chop and swing...chop and swing...chop and swing...
chop and swing. (Some children will be able to get this rhythm, somewill not) Oh,...it's going to fall. Everybody out of the way...over
here. There it goes..."timber"!

Story and Enactment: One day Jack and Jim, two lumberjacks, chopped
down a great big tree in the forest. They needed the firewood. The tree
fell across their path. Jack and Jim tied a rope around the tree trunk
and tried to drag the tree to their house where they could cut it up for
firewood. They tried and they tried, but they couldn't move the tree.
Soon a horseback rider came along. "Stop, stop," said Jack and Jim.
"Please help us. We need you to help us move this tree." The horse-
back rider said, "Well, I'm in a hurry to get to the store, but I see
you need help, so I will try." Jack and Jim and the horseback rider
tried and they tried. They pushed and they pulled, but they could
not move the tree.

Pantomime: Who would like to be the lumberjacks this time? Who
will be the horseback rider? Select volunteers. Narrate the action
of the story while the students dramatize it. Recase and replay the
story two or three times.

Finally an old, old man came along. "Please help us move this tree?"
said Jack and Jim and the horseback rider. "I am not strong, I am
too old," said the old man. "If we just had a little extra push,
just a little more help, we could do the job", they said. "Well, if you
need me, I'll help," said the old man. And they all pulled. Slowly
the tree began to move, then faster and faster until Jack and Jim
were home. "Thank you old man. You are not very strong, but we needed
your help." "Thank you," said Jack and Jim to the Horseback rider.
"When you need help, we will help you". And away they all went.

Pantomime: Choose new groups and play this part of the story.
Discussion: Why did Jack and Jim need the old man? Like the old man,
you are not as strong and big as grown-ups, but your help is important,
too. What have you done to help when people needed help? What can
you do to help?
Extension: This time let's pretend two children have their wagon
stuck way down deep in the mud. They try and try to get it out, but it
won't come out. Someone will come along to try to help them, but they
still won't be able to get it out. Someone else will try to help.
Cast the scene and enact.

Children, how did you feel-when someone said they would help you?
Helper, how did you feel? Who has had something like this really happento them?
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Student Activity - C

Purpose:

The rationalizing and procrastination demonstrated by Blepo in
this story are familiar behavior to all of us. As children discuss
Blepo's ability to fool himself and avoid work, they should begin to
see their own workshirking mechanisms. In the discussion show that
we all sometimes talk ourselves into not working.

It is difficult in our society to teach clear and simple lessons
about independent reward for independent work. The necessities of life
are not directly dependent upon our work, but are almost guaranteed
because we are part of the society.

Nevertheless, children must'be led to recognize the importance of
work. They should develop good work habits and the desire to function
independently.

Story:

Hell000000...boys and girls. This is Duso the Dolphin again,
back to tell you another story.

Once upon a time, there were five brothers who lived together
in the mountains. They had a little house among the trees, which
kept them dry and warm. Near the house was a garden where the
brothers grew their food. The brothers could have enjoyed a very
happy life on their mountain farm except for one thing.

One brother was a quitter. Whenever the work grew hard, Blepo
would find some reason to quit. The brothers did not mind at first
because Blepo was the youngest brother and couldn't really do as much
as the other boys. But as time went by, the boys grew up and Blepo
still did not do his work.

One day the brothers went to the garden to pick some vegetables
for supper. Blepo 1-et his basket at the house. As everyone else
began to work, he said, "Oh no I forgot and left my basket at the
house." Away he went, promising to hurry back.

Instead of going straight to the house, Blepo took the long way
home. As he passed the creek, he said to himself, "I am so hot and
tired from this long walk, I must sit down and cool my feet in this
creek for a minute. Then I will go on and get my basket."

Blepo cooled his feet for a few minutes. Soon he said to himself,
"As long as my feet are wet, I ought to go ahead and have a quick
swim. Then I will feel more like working in the garden."

Into the water went Blepo. He played and splashed for a long time.
Finally, he climbed out and sat on the soft grass next to the
water. "I am so tired from all that swimming that I could hardly
make it to the house. I had better stretch out here on the grass and
take a nap. After I aria rested, I will get my basket and pick lots of
food from the garden."

Soon Blepo was asleep on the soft green grass. He slept all
afternoon. After his nap he walked down the path to the house. By the
time he got home, his brothers were already there. They had finished
pickinq'the food and walked home before Blepo.

"I am so glad that you boys are home with the food," said lazy
Blepo. "I slept right through lunchtime, and now I am as hungry as I
can be."
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"Oh, that is too bad, Blew," said the oldest brother, "because
we did not Dick enough food for you. We have each picked only enough
for ourselves.

Blepo had to walk all the way back to the garden. By the time he
picked his supper and walked back to the house, it was dark and all
the others were asleep.
Feelings and words to talk about:

a. quitter
b. getting out of work

Our story says that Blepo was a audtter. How was Blepo a quitter?
Did his brothers like to do his work for him? How did Blepo try to
get out of work? Did it work? What did his brothers do? Do you think
Blepo will try to get out of work again?

The teacher is reminded that as an alternative to the above
questions she may wish to:

a. encourage the children to discuss the feelings and events
in the story.

b. encourage the children to discuss how they might feel and
what they might do in a similar situation.

Use poster IVB in the Dusso Kit for further discussion.

Don Dinknever, Ph.D., Developing Understanding of Self and Others,
Minnesota: (American 'uidance Service, Inc., 1970) Story IV-B/Si-88.

Student Activity -D

Purpose: To hel7 students understand there is dignity in all types of work.

Materials: A collection of headgear representative of various occupations
(policeman's hat, construction worker's hard hat, nurse's cap,
fireman's hat, football helmet, army cap, sailor's hat, chef's
hat); materials for making paper headgear.

Procedure:

Introduction: Tell the class to help you collect occupational head-
gear by borrowing hats from parents, relatives, and family friends.
We are going to learn there is dignity in all kinds of work.

When you are ready to have the class play "Lids for Kids," place the
hats in a large box or bag. Have the children draw them out one at
a tire, as if from a grab bag, and tell where they have seen someone
wearing the hat, what the person did, and haw he contributed to the
Functioning oc the community.

Since many hats are similar in appearance (for example, those worn
by an ar^r., ncficer anr! an airline pilot), children may ascribe several
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occupations to a single piece of headgear. When this happens, en-_
courage children to demonstrate the occupations they associate with
each hat. Also, discuss with them the ways in which occupations
differ- -their reouirements and their rewards to the worker. You
might invite them to act out certain occupations in role -play situ-
ations.

The children might eniov raking their own occupational hats by
coloring, folding, and pasting paper or cardboard.

Career Education Resource Guide, General Learning Press, Bottoms, Evans,
Hoyt, and Willers.

Student Activity - E

Purpose: To heln students understand that individuals work to meet
personal and social needs.

"aterials: Interviews,

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that individuals work to
net personal and social needs.

The children may interview the workinr members of their families
by using the following nuestions:

a. Why do You work?
b. Why did vou choose your present occupation?

The discussion from the interviews will probably be the reason why
most People work. This is to earn a living for the family. The

teacher must use examples to Point out that people work for other
reasons too.

Tape - play the tane interview that was made at the greenhouse.
This will show some reasons why a person might become a horticul-
turist.

(Tape taken from sixth tirade Horticulture) Use an informal discussion
on what this person does and what personal and social needs he pets
from his lob.
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Student Activity F

Purpose: To help students understand that information about careers is
needed.

Materials: Paper; orange, red, yellow, and black crayons.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn about job information related
to Horticulture. Pass out paper and instruct class that they can use
only black, red, orange, and yellow crayons. They are to draw a
burning forest and after they are finished, each student must name one
person involved in the burning forest and what he does. (E.g., fire
fighter, forest ranger, look-out man, rescue worker, ambulance driver,
fire prevention people, Smokey the Bear.)

Student Activity - G

Purpose:

Materials:

To help students understand that some workers produce goods'
and others produce services.

Occupational tags, "Charades"

Procedure:
eduction: Today we're going to learn about the world of work

through a game called "Charades". The idea of the game is to act out
a word that sounds like the occupation you choose, or act out the
occupation. If the class guesses correctly, then the student can
choose the next "it". If the class doesn't guess the occupation,
the teacher chooses the next "it". Today all our occupations will con-
cern "Horticulture".

After each job is revealed, have a discussion on whether this job
produces goods or services.

Student Activity -H

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals differ in abilities,
interests and values.

Materials: Hand puppets, (one adult male, one adult female) window.

Procedure:
Introduction: Put on mother and father puppet. Today we're going to
look at some puppets to see how they are alike and how they are
different. Choose a volunteer child for comparison to stand beside
the puppet, facing the group. Hold out mother puppet. What can you
tell me about this puppet? Have children name features i.e., hair,
eyes, nose, mouth, arms, etc. Each time the children name a feature
such as hair, have the puppet touch the feature on the real person.
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This puppet is very much like (child's name), isn't it?
Who can tell me some ways in which it is different from child's'
name)? (Solicit responses) i.e., size, no legs, feet, clothing, hair,
color, etc. Animate the puppet during this time; for instance,
have it touch its eyes and look in the student's eyes, then shake its
head to indicate they are not the same. Have it bend over to look for
legs, etc.

Produce father puppet. Have children list similarities and
differences between the two puppets.

Enactment: Mothers and fathers not only look different, but
they like to do different things. What do you think this mother
likes to do at home? (Solicit responses and pantomime each one with
the puppet, using props as necessary.)

What do you think the father likes to do at home? Enact responses,
using table for props.

Because they are different, mother and father can help each other.
Here is a play that shows this. When I'm mother, I'll talk like this--
"Hello there, children." Use light natural voice. When I'm father
I'll talk like this--"Hello there, children." Use a deep voice.

Mother enters: Oh, dear: I must clean this house. First I'll
wash the windows. Show each action. Now I'll sweep the floor. Now
I'll put things away. I'll move the furniture. Moves some, but can't
budge one item. Oh, I can't move this chest. Oh, dear, I can't
move it. What shall I do?

Father enters: Hello, dear. They kiss. Have you had a busy day?
Mother: Oh, yes, I washed and swept and rearranged the furniture,

but I can't move that chest.
Father: Oh, no, you can't do that. I can do that. I will move

it for you.

Mother: Oh thank you, dear. Now I'll make your supper. Puppets
bow

Discussion: What was the difference between father and mother
this time? What can mother do that father cannot.do?

Extension: Now let's have father doing something at home. What
could father be doing at home? How will mother help him? (Solicit
responses) Think of other suggestions for enactment between mother
and father. Suggest children enact puppet shows with mother and
father puppet showing similarities and differences.

Student Activity - I

"Birds in the Nest"
Purpose: To help students understand that individuals differ in abilities,

interests and values.

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction: You know about robins. Robins usually lay four eggs
in their next. Then the mother bird keeps the eggs warm for twenty-one
days until they hatch. (child's name), suppose you pretend to be
the mother bird and pick out four baby robins to grow inside their shells
for your nest. Child then selects four others and puts them in a
.group on the floor. They pretend to be inside a shell. Have nests
built until all children are chosen and grouped.
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Enactment: Now mother birds, spread your wings out and keep your
eggs warm. When enough days pass, the shells begin to crack and slowly,
slowly, the little birds come out of the shell. The mother bird needs
to po out and get some worms for her babies to eat. Poor babies are
too little and weak; they can't leaVe the nest yet. They pet stronper
and increasingly bigger. Prett'i soon, one of the babies hops out of the
nest. nne child should hop out of the nest. The mother flutters around.
She doesn't want him to try to fly because he is not strong enough yet.
The baby bird doesn't listen to his mother. He jumps into the air, and
bang, he falls on the ground. He couldn't fly because he didn't have
enough feathers. The other birds wait in the nest while the first baby
bird hops over here, and under the bush where he will be safe until he
grows feathers.

Now the next bird comes onto the branch. This bird is ready to fly.
It tries, and tries again. It tries and tries, and finally, away it flies,
landing under the hush.

The last little bird won't leave theinest. The mother bird chirps at
it. She flies around it. it won't leave. It is too frightened. ' "other

bird tries and tries to show the little bird how to fly. She knows the
baby is ready to fly. Finally, she Fives it a push right out of the nest
and away it goes. It is wobbly at first,, but then it gets better and
better. The mother and babies all flv around and are together again.

Discussion: Why did the first baby bird fall on the ground? Why
didn t he pay attention to his mother? Have you ever been sure vou
could do something, then had your mother tell vou that you weren't
big enough to do it? What was it? How did you feel about it? Why did
the pother Push the last bird out of the nest? Why is it important to
try new things?

Replay the story with new mother birds and different overconfident
and underconfident baby birds.

Student Activity -J

Purpose: To help studecIts understand that individuals differ in abilities,
interest and values.

Taper baps big enough to fit over children's heads, discarded
magazines from which children can cut career-related pictures.

Procedure:
ntroduction: Tell the children that they are poinp to ralce "their

own baps." Ask them to po through old magazines and clip out numerous
pictures representing careers they might like and careers they might
dislike. 69
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Demonstrate to the children how they might paste the pictures
representing their likes on the outside of a paper bap and those
representing their dislikes on the inside. Show them how to cut

"eyes" in the bag to make a mask. Explain that the careers they

like will be in full view of everyone and that those they dislike
will be hidden inside the bap. Their dislikes will be secret unless
they choose to let a friend "put on the bag" to see what is inside.

When the bags are finished, hold a "career parade," in which the
children move around the room inspecting their friends' creations
and talk about their career fantasies. Set the tone by leading the

way. Exchange bags with willing children but allow individuals to
maintain their "secrets" if they wish.

Discussion: How strongly did they feel about some careers? Why?

Did they learn any new things about themselves or about careers?
How did they-feel about letting other people know their "secrets"?

Why?

Career Education Pesource Guide, General Learning Corporation, BottoMs,

Evans, Hoyt, and Willers.

Student Activity - K

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals need special

training.

Materials: Field trip to Greenhouse.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out what kind of schooling is

necessary for different lobs. Let's have someone go to the board and

write the word "Horticulture". Now let's think of as many lobs as we

can that relate to Horticulture. Now what kind of schooling do you

think each of these jobs needs? (elementary, high school, college,

vo-tech, other)

Now let's go on our field trip to the Greenhouse. While you're there,

see if vou can figure out what type of schoolinp, these workers needed.
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Student Activity L

Purpose: To help students understand that supply and demand help deter-
mine career choice.

Materials: Nature hike, lunch sacks.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn why supply and demand help
determine career choice.

Make sure each child has a small paper lunch sack. (to discourage
picking up large objects) Divide the class into small groups. Take
each group for a nature hike just a few blocks from school. Have the
students pick up as many "horticulture" objects as they can find
that will fit into their sacks.

When the class has returned, have everyone reveal their "treasures".
Have each student tell what their finds are and what jobs relate to
each "treasure".

Have a discussion on why we need each of these jobs, reasons not to
have these jobs, etc.

Student Activity - M

Purpose: To help children understand that observation of people at work
improves knowledge.

Materials: Field trip to Greenhouse.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that observation of people
at work improves our knowledge.

The students should be able to observe for twenty minutes the activities
that go on in a greenhouse. When the class gets back, the teacher
should use these follow-up questions for discussion:
a. What kinds of work did you see?
b. What would you have to know?
c. Why do you think these people entered this kind of work?

Career Education Notebook:
1. The students will write a short story in their Career Education

Notebook on "What I Observed at the Greenhouse".

Student Activity - Al

Purpose: To help students understand that information about careers is
needed.
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Materials: Blackboard and chalk.

Procedure:

Introduction: Divide the class into boys and girls. Today we're
going to play Password, but the words we choose will be jobs that
relate to Horticulture.

Have four students sit in the front of the class. Have two of them
hide their eyes. Have someone else write a word on the blackboard
so everyone can see it.. Erase the word and have the other two
students give clues to their_partners. If the student correctly
guesses the word, he can choose the next person. If he guesses in-
correctly, the teacher chooses.

After each word is revealed, have a discussion on that job. Why it
is needed, how important it is, what school ing is needed, etc.

Student Activity - 0

WORDAGRAM

RGFVGREHPARGOEGC
GLANOTTOCJFIQSEA
RQRSELASRETSEROF
OSMPTNALPEATWHLO
WFEGREENSSOMHNO0
EERHEECOLOGYETGD
RRNOEGRUSIGFANIT
NTRPSHOVELAVTESN
OITLECTIURFOFMTE
ILMAEMIKMDELDNSG
TIBNOWXEPFOTXORA
U Z T T S W R C N R Z E B R E H
LERUTLUCITR*OHIWR
LRECYUBSLUIADVOU
OAENOJTMHOUSENLO
PERUTLUCIRGATEFF

Find each of these words in the puzzle above.
Draw a ring around each word.

Horticul ture

Shovel
Trees
Plant Scientist
Wheat Farmer
Tree Surgeon
Florist

Green House
Peat Moss
Fertilizer

Fruit
Geographer

.Cotton Grower
4-H Agent
Food Sales

Soil

Seeds
Agriculture
Environment
Ecology
Pollution
Plant
Geologist
Flowers
Forester
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Student Activity l'P

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals are qualified to
perform different jobs.

Materials -: Transparencies, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals are
qualified to perform different jobs.

Transparencies - use characters that the student will be interested
in and explain the following abilities: physical skills, manual
dexterity, artistic abilities, musical abilities, writing ability,
and reasoning.

Transparencies - use these depicting jobs in the field of Horticulture
and have the students name the abilities important for each. The
teacher should have the students discuss the interests as well as the
abilities for each job.

Career Education Notebook - Have the students pick a job that they
might like to do when they grow up and write a short paragraph or
two. In this writing, have the students prove that they are
qualified to do it by giving examples that they have the proper
abilities and interests. More eager students may like to do more
than one.

Student Activity - 0

Purpose: To help students understand that self-understanding is essential
when choosing a job.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that self-understanding is
essential when choosing a job.

First let's have someone go to the board and write the word "Horticulture".
Now let's think of all the jobs we know that relate to Horticulture.

Now that we have some ideas about the different Horticulture-related
occupations, let's each write an auto-biography. Explain what an
auto-biography is and tell the students that they must pretend they
work at one of these Horticulture-related jobs. Have the students
include these in their Career Education Notebook.
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Student Activity R

Purpose: To help students understand cultural and socio-economic back-
ground affect career choices.

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction: Give the students a historical lecture on Appalachia.
(teacher may want to discuss the Industrial Revolution, Economic
conditions of the Negro or the American Indian)
Questions:
a. How did they get into this sitaution?
b. What is being done today?
c. What is the main problem?

Role Playing: Have a student play the role of an Appalachian. The
student left Appalachia and moved to St. Louis. Have another or
several students interview this person.

Student Activity - S

Purpose: To help students to understand that an individual's lifestyle
is affected by a career.

Materials: Puppets, stage.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn that an individual's life-
style is affected by a career.

Have a family living in Arizona, Texas or New Mexico and have a scene
depicting the life of this family at their home. Have the children
playing with the neighborhood children and the father and mother
associating with their friends. Have another scene with the family
working in the garden and the pride they have in it.

This family is a migratory family because they work in vegetable
gardens in California and the beet fields in Montana. They also
work in the orchards along the western coast of the United States.
(Narrator reads this)

Next scene a very sad family, because they have to leave their home,
friends, etc.

Next scene - working in the fields with new people and show the children
in their activities.
Last scene going home

Questions:
a. How did this family feel when they had to leave their home?
b. Would everyone feel the same way?
c. Why would some people choose this job?
d. How would you like to be part of this family?
e. Doesn't this bring out the fact that everyone is unique?

3'11
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Student Activity - T

Purpose: To help students understand that an individual's lifestyle is
affected by a career.

Materials: None.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn how an individual's lifestyle
is affected by a career.

The students will be divided into two groups. One will take and-in-
vestigate lifestyles and the other will investigate the standard ofliving. At the conclusion of the research there will be a debate ora panel discussion.

Filmstrips can be used for references.

Student Activity - U

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals live in a particular
geographical area due to the nature of work.

Materials: Blackboard and chalk.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out why people live in
different parts of the United States.

let's have two people go to the board and write "Occupations found
in most regions" and the other write "Occupations found in only
particular regions."

Now think of all the jobs you can that are related to Horticulture and
we'll group them under the proper heading. After a job has been
named, discuss the reasons why this job is lOcated where it is.
(E.q., certain types of farming; citrus, wheat, forestry, etc.)

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of people having to live in
a particular area because of their work.

Student Activity - V

Purpose: To help students understand that an individuals attitude
affects success in a career.

Materials: Counselor.
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Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn that an individual's attitude

affects success in a career.

Group Counseling - The reason for using this method is to have the

students develop insight in the importance of a good attitude in

school. The school should be the job for the students now and their

attitude may carry over into a future job. Both school and a future

job are synonymous. The counselor is recommended for this activity.

Student Activity - W

Purpose: To help students understand that a satisfying career contributes

to mental health. 1

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that a satisfying career

contributes to mental health. The teacher will interview a person that

has a job in Horticulture. The tape will be used in the classroom

with the answer to questions by the interviewer. Questions asked are

"What personal needs are satisfied through this job?", "Do you feel

yourself successful?", "Does your family take an interest in your
work?", "Did you select this kind of work for prestige, money, talent,

etc?"

The second tape will consist of an interview where the interviewer

knew ahead of time that that person dislikes his job very much.

This person could be an alcoholic. Questions asked in this inter-

view are:
1. What is the largest contributing factor for the dislike of this

work?
2. Did you select it for prestige, talent, money, etc?

3. Do you feel your alcohol problem had anything to do with your

work?

At the conclusion open it up for discussion and review concepts that

would have helped the interviewer.

Student Activity - X

Purpose: To help students understand that technological and sociological

changes eliminate and create jobs.

Materials: County Extension Agent.-

76
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Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn how technological and sociologicachanges eliminate and create jobs. Our guest speaker today isHe is the County Agricultural Agent. He is going to show us howscience has changed farming in the last fifty years. He will discussthe number of farmers today compared to those fifty years ago and theamount of production of now and fifty years ago.

Let's discuss other
Horticulture-related jobs. How do you think theywill change in the next ten or twenty years?
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Need of Child as related to Letterinn and Layout

The student in the intermediate nrades has the ability to exnress his thoughts in simnle
forms of writing. This form of communicating is not enough, therefore, simnle writinn
and nrintinn skills must be advanced in order for students to establish develonmental
communication skills. He must he niven the onnortunitv to exnress himself independently
in increasing complex forms for continuous nronress.

Lettering and Layout intenrated into the Curriculum

Lettering -and Layout is not somethinn totally senarated from the school's curriculum.
It is related with every subject area and can be taught as the content for the academic
areas as well as using it for a tool to make students aware of related iohs and to instill
in each student Droner attitudes concerning the world of work. Lettering and Layout as
a content of -its own can be found in the guide called "Prenaration and Counseling for the
World of Work", however, this is laid out as a non intenrated unit. To intenrate Letterinn
and Layout with the subject areas, as indicated in the curriculum outlines of the Fort
Benton System, the following concents are to be stressed.

Social Studies
1. Cevelon a further understanding of man skills as they relate to renional studies.
2. Develon an understandinn of economic renions.

Math
17bevelon an understandinn of Geometry.
2. Develop an understandinn of !Aeasurement.

3. Develon an annlication of !fathematics.

Languane Arts
1. Develop the ability to reconnize that reading has various functions.
2. Develop the ability to reconnize that writing is a functional, creative annroach to

language.
3. Develon the ability to use the mechanics of writinn correctly.

Science
. Develop the ability to illustrate through Posters.

(a) the basic food substance for energy for living thinns is sunar
(b) nhotosynthesis
(c) how living thinns are denendent unon the-environment
(d) formation of the embryo in nlants and animals is similar
(e) geolonical forces
(f) solar system
(n) water, air and molecules
(h) understanding of energy

*The above concents are found in the Port Benton Curriculum Guides under the above
subject areas for fourth nraders.
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Lettering and Layout as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Lettering and
Layout, as it is related to various job clusters.

Lettering

Layout

Miscellaneous

Processing

Artist
Cartographer
Sign Writer
Cartoonist
Lithographer
Commercial Artist
Printing Craftsman
Electrotypers
Sterotypers
Photoengravers
Hand Compositors
Printing Estimator
Printing Technician
Flexographer
Screen Printer
Make-up Men
Proofreaders
Platemakers
Bookbinders
Production Technicians
Renderers
Illustrators

11.

Displayman
Advertising Layoutman
Advertising Copywriters

Typesetting Machine Operators
Machines Printing Pressmen

Linotype Operators
Trades Stonehands

Service 11): Commercial Artist

Professional

ao

Architect
Art Teacher
Landscape Architect
Oechanical Draftsman
Construction Draftsman
Architectural Draftsman
Sign painter
Commercial Artist
Industrial Designer
Reporters
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LETTEPIN( AND LAYOUT

guidance Concents and methodolony

The nuidance concents as well as sunnested rethodolony is indicated for
the mini-course, Letterinn and Layout. The counselor and classroom teacher
will attempt to exnand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the
realm of these concents.

(UIDANCE CpNCEPTS

1. Dinnity in all types of work.

2. Individual's work to meet
Personal and social needs.

3. neonle work for various rewards
and satisfactions.

4. Cooperation amonn workers is
essential.

METHOD

Students will make a mobile stress the
balance in the mobile and relate it to
the importance of workers of Letterinn
and Layout in our society.
a) Too many neonle in one job (the sunnl!
and demand concepts can be brought out
here also.)
b) Low social nrestine in iohs.

1. Dusso Kit. This concept will he
covered by the use of punnets in nrades
K-6. The teacher may use various
activities sunnested by the Dusso Kit
which will satisfy the needs of the
students.
2. Discussion: How minht you meet some
of the needs vie covered in the Dusso Kit
in a ioh.

Pole nlayinn Activity - A.

punnet "lay Activity - R.
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Student Activity A

ROLE PLAYING

Purpose: To help children understand that people work for various rewardSor satisfactions.

Materials: None.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to pretend we all have enough money so-that we don't have to work for a living. What are you going to do withyour spare time? (solicit responses) Let's pantomime the things thatwe want to do. Now that we have done all these things, we're awfully
tired, so let's all sit down and take a break.

Story and Enactment: Today I'm going to tell you a story about a
little boy named Fred. Fred was just like you. He had all the money
he would ever want. Fred had gone swimming, horseback riding, hunting,
fishing and everything else he wanted to do, but Fred was sad. Hehad learned how to do everything very well so that there wasn't any
challenges left for him. Even though he had lots of money left,
Fred was bored. What do you think he did next? (Solicit responses)Fred went looking for a job. It didn't take long before he acquired
a job making cartoons. This was a real challenge to Fred and do you
know what? "Fred wasn't bored any more.

Discussion: Have you ever gotten bored at the end of the summer when
yoliOrr--tthave anything more to do? This is how Fred felt! There arelots of people in this world who really don't have to work, but theydo. Can you think of some reasons why?

Students will discuss different reasons people work and the rewards
and satisfactions they receive from working. If Fred enjoyed making
cartoons, what other kinds of jobs are similar that he might enjoy.
(Architect, artist, advertising, displayman, draftsman, etc.)

8?,
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Student Activity - 13

Purpose: To help children understand that cooperation among workers is
essential.

Materials: 5 puppets.

Procedure:

Introduction: We're going to meet five different people who all work
at the newspaper office. Mr. Layout's job is planning the content of
each page. Mr. Composition assembles the print, headlines, pictures
and anything else that might_come up. Mr. Platemaking prepares the
printing plates. Mr. Printing puts the image on the paper. Mr.
Finishing puts the newspaper together and makes sure your newspaper
is on your doorstep in.the morning.

Story and Enactment: On Monday Mr. Layout decided not to come to work.
No one else at the newspaper office knew how to do Mr. Layout's job
so they couldn't print a newspaper that day. The next day Mr. Compo-
sition decided he was going to have five extra coffee breaks and so
half of the newspaper wasn't assembled at all. That day only half of
a paper was sent to the people. On Wednesday Mr. Platemaking was
very t.red because he had stayed up late the night before and kept
falling asleep. There was no newspaper that day. Mr. Printing
decided on Thursday that he didn't want to work at the newspaper
office any more, so he quit. No newspaper that day. On Friday
Mr. Finishing wanted to leave early and go fishing over the weekend.
The paper was finished, but since he left early, no papers were
delivered to the people. The people of the town didn't get a news-
paper all week long just because the men at the newspaper office didn't
work together.

Discussion: Do you receive a newspaper every morning?. Do you think the
people that publish the paper get along together? Can you think of
other jobs that would be a complete flop if the people didn't cooperate
together? All of them would, wouldn't they?

,Five basic steps in the production of printed matter.

1. Layout Planning the content of each page.

2. Typesetting &
Composition

Producing and assembling the type,
headings and pictures.

3. Platemaking Preparing printing plates.

4. Printing - Transferring an image to a printing surface.

5. Finishing - Binding and mailing operations.

Clcezpj
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Need of Child as related to Outdoor Living Education

A child has a natural curiosity that needs to be satisfied and at the intermediatelevel it's more towards himself and the world in which he lives. With advancementsin technolonv and the urban society we now have, the student is curious aboutlife away from people. At times the individual wants to he by himself or onlywith nature. This is a time when the student can do some reality testing awayfrom a carom) setting. It is also becoming a nroblem in finding thinns to do ina nerson's leisure time. Having an abundance of this will create boredom for theindividual, therefore, the student needs to have an understandinn of what can bedone with the outdoors as well as how we can nreserve it for the student when heis ready to use it.

Intenratinn into the Curriculum

(Outdoor education nrovides the onnortunity for the teacher to depart from thetraditional classroom and do the instructing in a different setting. It ishoned this new exnerience will be motivating for the students to annlv knowledgenained previously on activities sunnested by the teacher. It is recommendedthat the teacher evaluate the needs of the students for activities that wouldbenefit them and the educational nronram of their school. Listed below areways in which Outdoor, Education
can be intenrated with the subject areas as tocurriculum outlinP- of the Fort Benton System.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to annly nreviouslv taunht and new man skills

in their area and the study of Canada.
a. Review skills; e.n., nlobe, nrid,,lenend, scale of miles, hemisphere.b. New skills; e.g., zones, wind and water currents.2. The student will be able to annlv various man skills in their area and
the study of Latin America.

3. The etrdea will be able to discuss Canada's and Latin America's culturalcontributions to the United States.
4. ThP student will identify differences or similarities in ecology andsocial liyinn

Math

T7 The student will develop an understandinn of rational numbers.J. The student will be able to demonstrate his understandinn of therelationship between common and decimal fractions.
2. The student will develop the ability to nerform the mathematicaloneratinns of whole numbers ifinurinn miles, budnetinn food sinrilies)3. The student will develop the ability to construct neometric finures.(annles, etc.)
4. The student will be able to select the nroner unit for the measurement

of a nhvsical object (i.e., annles, linuid, boilinn water, sneed, etc.)5. The student will develon an understandinn of the measurement of physicalnronerties. (time scheduling, metric system)

Lannuane Arts
1. PefT6e---5e ability to sneak effectively. (tell about their trip usingan outline)
2. Deyelon the ability to write in a nronressively mature and meaninnfulmanner. (news story of where they went and how they enjoyed it)

Science

17--DeV'elon an understandinn of nlants and animalsA. 8,1
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Science cont.

-Ai. Functioning of the Body

b. Enemy and Photsynthesis
c. Ecology
d. Chemistry of Llvinn Things

2. Develon an understanding of neologies a science.

3. Develon a knowledge of astronomy and meteorolonv.

4. Develop the role that matter has in science.

a. Water _

b. Air

Health,'
17Ritural and man made environmental factors influence health and safety.

2. Accidents are caused by human and environment factors and may result

in injury, nronerty damage or death.

Music
T7When studying Canada and Latin America use those types of music as

well as songs of nature.

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum nuides under the

subject areas for sixth graders.

()J
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Outdoor Living as related to ,fob clusters
The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Outdoor

Living, 4s it is related to various job clusters.

Outdoor
Living

Professional

(Natural Sciences)

Service
(Agricultural
Sciences)

87

Geologists
Geophysicist
Meteorologists
Oceanographers
Botanist
Zoologist
Microbiologist
Agronomist
Biophysicist
Ecologist
Embryologist
Geneticists
Horticulturist -

Husbandry Specialist
Pathologist
Astronomers
Biochemist
Climatologist
Hydrologist
Seismologist
Geomagneticians
Techtonophysicists
Synoptic Meterologist

Foresters
Forestry Technicians
Range Managers
Park Guides
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oHTDOOP LIVING

Guidance Concents and methodolonv

The nuidance concents as well as sunnested methodolonv is indicated forthe mini-course, Outdoor Living. The counselor and classroom teacher willattempt to expand and develon student attitudes and ideas within the realm ofthese concerts.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS
METHOD

There is dinnitv in all tvnes of work. A. Mars Activity.

peonle work for various rewards and B. Career Education Notebook,satisfactions.
Students conduct interviews.

Individuals live in a narticular
C. Occupation Word Activity.

neonranhical area due to the nature
of work.

D. Peview.

E. -Career Education Notebook.

88
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Student Activity - A

Purnose: To heln the student understand that there is dinnity in all tyres

of work.

Materials: none

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noinn to learn that there is dionity in all

tunes of work. Take the class to Mars. They will he the first ones there.

They will live there Permanently. Ask the following nuestions:

1. If you could choose any iob on mars you wanted, what would it be?

2. Make a list of jobs mentioned.

3. Put a list of jobs on the board that they forgot.

4. Show the importance of these iobs besides discussing jobs found in

outdoor education.

Student Activity -

Purnose: To heln students understand that neonle work for various rewards

and satisfactions.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
----NITOduction.

Today we're noinn to find out that people work for

various rewa.ds and satisfactions.

Students will interview two iobs that they are interested in. The nuestion

they will ask is "What rewards and
satisfactions do you net from your job?"

Record these in-notebooks and develon tonics to be used in nanel discussions.

Student Activity - C - D - E

Purpose:

Materials:

To heln the student understand that individuals live in a narticular

geographical area due to the nature of work.

Occupation Word Cards, Career Education Notebook, man.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're (wino to learn that individuals live in a narticular

neonraphical area due to the nature of work.

Present occunation work cards to the class and ask the following nuestions:

1. From what you have learned of Canada and Latin America, where minht this

occunation be found?

2. Could this occunation be found in more than one areas

3. Have students nin
occunations found in

outdoor education on a man of

Canada and latin America.

Teacher should review the various renions. The teacher should heln the students

to understand that some
occunations can be found anywhere and some can he found

in only narticular areas. Have students make a list in their Career Education.

Notebook of 1) those found in most areas anot50 those it narticular areas.
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Need of Child as related to Personal Banking

As the student reaches the intermediate grades, his need for independenceis beginning to make an individual out of rim. He also begins to thinkof himself in relation to his peers. He begins to do some comparing andplacing of values, which he has not previously done. These values willdepend upon the child's environment, but generally in our society theimportance is on social recognition. Social recognition is often timesgained through the wise management of the "things" we possess. Many ofthe "things" a child receives or possesses at this age involve money.Personal Banking will give the student an understanding in managing
money, which in turn will help to satisfy his needs at this time.

Personal Banking integrated into the Curriculum

Personal Banking provides an opportunity for the classroom teacher toreview and expand concepts in mathematics as well as a few in the other
subject areas. In this activity, the child will manage money. By beinggiven a project like this, the student is generally interested in itbecause he is playing the role of a businessman (grown-up). This role,it is hoped, will help the child to develop insight in the importance
of mathematics and other subject areas. Listed below are ways in whichPersonal Banking can be integrated with the subject areas as to the
curriculum outlines of the Fort Benton System.

FIFTH GRADE
Math
1. the student will be able to understand the concept of a re-

peating decimal.
2. The student will be able to solve equations using the inverse

relationship of addition and subtraction.
3. The student will be able to make change up to and including

twenty dollars.
4. The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to apply

mathematical concepts and operations in daily situations.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to record data. (using numbers and words)2. The student will be able to give detailed directions and explanations.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to identify Canada's and Latin America's

economic influence on the United States. (economic, life-style ina budget)

Science
1. Does not relate directly to the Fort Benton Curriculum Guide, but

lessons may be prepared around the make-up of paper, lead in
pencils and occupations in the science area related to Personal
Banking.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guide underthe above subject areas for First Graders.
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SIXTH GRADE
Math
1. The student will be able to understand the relationship between

decimal fractions and money notations.
2. The student will be able to identify and name the place value of

each digit in a 9-digit numeral.
3. The student will be able to add and subtract both horizontally and

vertically.
4. The student will be able to solve multiplication equations of

three digit multipliers.
5. The student will be able to divide by a 2-digit divisor with or

without a remainder.
6. The student will be able to make change up to and including

five dollars.
7. The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to apply math-

ematical concepts and operations in daily situations.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to differentiate the idiologies of

isolationism and internationalism. (economics - tariffs, trade,
speculation, etc.)

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to participate in formal discussions.
2. The student will be able to locate and use factual information.
3. The student will be able to do organizational writing, reports,

notetaking.
4. The student will be able to express personal opinions, judgments,

and observations. (use writing at the completion of project)

Science
1. See Personal Banking integrated into the curriculum for fifth

graders.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Cur'riculum Guide under
the above subject areas for Sixth Graders.

09
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Personal Banking as related

The following design is
Banking, as it is related to

Personal Banking
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to job clusters

intended to depict the mini-course, Personal
various job clusters.

Managerial

Service

Machine & Trades

Professional

Clerical & Sales

frBusiness Manager

C Bank Guards

Calculating Operators
Cash Register Repairman

Budget Accountant
Certified Public Accountants
Branch Bank Managers
Bank Officers
Auditor
Mathematics Teacher
Analytical Chemist
Economist
Surveyor Statistician
Mathematician
Actuaries
Statistician
Commercial Teacher
General Accountant

Accounting Clerk
Bookeeper
Salesperson
Credit and Collection Manager
Sales Nanager
General Clerk
Stock Clerk
Stockman
Accountant
Cashier
Keypunch Operators
Computer Technicians
Receptionists
Tellers
Purchasing Agents
Insufance Clerk
Stock Broker
Calculating Machine Operator
Cash Register Repairman
Check Encoders
Check Inscribers
Loan Officers
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PERSONAL BANKING

Guidance Concepts and Methodology

The guivance concepts as well as suggested methodology is indicated for

the mini-course, Personal Banking. The counselor and classroom teacher

will attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the
realm of these concepts.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

Fifth Grade

1. People work for various rewards and A. Story and discussion.

satisfactions.

2. Supply and demand help determine B. Story and discussion.

career choice.

3. Individuals differ in abilities, C. Filmstrip. "Who Am I?"

interests and values. D. Career Education Notebook.

Sixth Grade

1. Individuals work to meet personal and E. Transparency

social needs. F. Career Education Notebook.

2. An individual's lifestyle is G. Imaginary Friend Activity.

affected by a career.



Student Activity - A

Purpose: To help students understand that people work for various rewards
and satisfactions.

Materials: Story and dikussion.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that people work for
various rewards and satisfactions.

Story:

There was once a young man who wanted to go to college and become a
college professor. His first two years of college were so-so, but
the third year was completely different. He met a girl, also going
to college, and how his life changed. He was no longer alone, but was
responsible to take care of someone besides himself. He finally got
his Bachelor's Degree in Math and thought he would teach high school.
In the meantime, they had a little baby girl, which put even more
responsibility on him. He then thought "I'd better go back to college
and get my P.H.D. so that I can become a college professor. This took
three more years and their family increased two more. When he
finished college, he finally got a teaching job at F.B.S. University.
He taught for fifteen years, but quit and went and got a job at the
ship docks. No one could believe that he would do that. He now was
making less money than he had been teaching. Also, he met many new
and different people now.

Student Activity - B

Purpose: To help students understand that supply and demand help determine
career choice.

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction: Today I'm going to tell you a story about a man who made
$2.00 bins.

Story: A long time ago the government made $2.00 bills, just like the
$1.00 bills we have today. The man that made the $2.00 bills had been
making them for a long time and took a great deal of pride in his work.

Everything was going along fine except for one day. The man re-
ceived a special telegram from the government and was instructed not
to make any more $2.00 bills. The people of the country wanted $1.00
bills now and would have no need for $2.00 bills. The man was very sad
because now he would no longer have a job. He was very old and it
would be hard to do any other kind of work.
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Can you think of jobs that once existed but no longer do because
there is no demand for them? Tell me what you think supply and demand
is? How would supply and demand determine the jobs available for you
And me?

Student Activity C & D

Purpose: To help students to understand that individuals differ in
abilities, interests and values.

Materials: Filmstrip Who Are You", Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that individuals differ
in abilities, interests and values. First let's watch the filmstrip.
After the showing of this, have the class participate in an informal
discussion. Disciss the following:
a. Do others see you as you see yourself?
b. Ask the class in which areas is it helpful to be different from

others and those areas in which it would be good if everyone were
alike?

Career Education Notebook:
a. Make a list of the .things you feel best describe you.
b. Divide the list into those things which cannot be changed and those

which can.
c. Separate the list of things which can be changed into strengths and

those things which are not strong as you would like them to be.
d. Make a plan covering things you can do to make yourself more like

what you would like to be.
e. How does your strengths compare to jobs in Personal Banking.

Student Activity - E & F

Purpose: To help the student to understand that individuals work to meet
personal and social needs.

Materials: Transparency, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out that individuals work to meet
personal and social needs.
1. Transparency - develop transparencies by using cartoon characters

to show the needs of all people. Explain each transparency in ways
people strive to meet personal needs.

2. Career Education Notebook - Have students list their needs and show
how a job related to Personal Banking may satisfy those needs.
(writing)

3. Discussion - Investigate the careers associated with Personal Banking
to discover how personal and social needs are met in these careers.
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Student Activity -

Purpose: To help children understand that the kind of work a person chooses

affects his lifestyle.

Materials: None

Procedure:
Introduction:
Story: Today we're going to meet my imaginary friend, Molly. Molly is

a model for an advertising agency. Since Molly is a model, what do you

think she looks like? (slender, attractive, poised, etc.) molly had to

go to a special school to learn how to be a model. What do You think she

had to learn at the snecial school? (solicit responses)

Models must always get a good night's sleep so they'll look fresh

and bright-eyed for the cameras the nextmorning. That means that

Molly can't stay up late at nights. Molly must watch also her diet,

so if You want to be a model, forget the banana splits.

Modeling is only a part-time job, so Molly must find other work

also. She attended a business school and is a secretary at the advertising

agency when she isn't modeling. Now tell me how Molly's lifestyle is

affected by her career as a model.

Discussion: Can you think of other jobs that would affect your life-

style? (solicit responses)

Student Activity - H

Purpose:

Materials:

To help children understand that the kind of work a person chooses

affects his lifestyle.

An assortment of common objects suggestive of tools or equipment

used in diverse occupations.

Procedure:
Have at hand in the classroom a variety of ordinary objects - -a piece of

rone, a piece of cloth, a chair, a cot, a long wooden stick a toy car- -

that children can use in a fantasy or free association game.

Invite children to join You in "imapination stretchinF" game. Hold up

an object, perhaps a piece of rope, and say, "That reminds me of several

people who do special jobs." Then pantomime the occupations. For-example,

hold the rope as You would hold a Fire hose. Say, "I'm putting out a

fire that is just about to burn down somebody's home." Act out the

situation. Then take a sten or two to a new position and begin to twirl

the rone around Your head. Sav, "I'm a cowboy. I'm poinp to catch that

beautiful big horse so T can ride him." Hand the rope to a child and

say "Who are You?"

You may wish to play this game for short periods on numerous occasions.

Invite children to brim, obiects from home that they think will set

their classmates to imagining.

After each fantasy session, talk a little about hci' the careers would

affect an individual's lifestyle.

This activity lends itself to parental participation. Invite parents

to a class, play the pare on parents' night, or suggest that children

play it at home with the whole family.
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Need of Child as related to Photography

Students in the intermediate grades rive, many times, in a world of their
own. The important thing to tpem are their friends and the memories they
have at this stage. The studeht begins to record events (diary) of his
personal life and the relationship with his peers. They are creative, but
many times lack the artistic ability with their hands. Through photography,
the child can use his mind to be creative and also acquire a feeling of

. accomplishing something. The picture will give the student personal sat-
isfaction and the pleasant memories he had with his peers. The child is

curious and often times confused, but the "doing it" and understanding of
Photography is one step in becoming a more knowledgable person.

Integrating into the Curriculum Photography

The elementary teacher can relate subject area concepts to the students when
they are doing the activity. A student will take pride in a picture that he
took and developed. Because of the interest in these pictures, the student
will write or do any activity that is related to that picture. Listed

below are ways in which Photography can be integrated with the subject
areas as to curriculum outlines of the Fort Benton System.

FIFTH GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to investigate that light energy behaves

sometimes as particles. (light meter, etc.)

2. Each student will be able to investigate that sound is caused by
vibrating objects. (use this concept when recording)

Math
1. The student will develop an understanding of the measurement of

physical properties. (distance and liquid)

2. The student will be able to express time using seconds, minutes,
and hours.

3. The student will develop an understanding of geometric figures.

Social Studies
1. The student will discuss social life, stressing the role of

a photographer in the United States and comparing this to various
cultures found within our country.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to tell an original short story. (use pictures)

2. The student will be able to utilize the personal interview as a
source of information. (interview person while taking pictures of
jobs)

3. The student will be able to advance in his ability for imaginative,
descriptive and social writing.

4. The student will be able to improve in the writing of paragraphs.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guide under the
above subject areas for Fifth Gradefs.

a9
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SIXTH GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to deduce that man through his developmentof culture and technology is able to change and control his

environment. (photography and the role it plays in the science
field)

2. Each student will be able to identify the chemical make-up of
chemicals used in developing.

Math

17The student will develop an understanding of the measurement
of physical properties. (angles, liquid and speed)

2. The student will be able to express time using seconds, the minute-,and the hour.
3. The student will develop an understanding of geometric figures.4. The student will express distance in light years.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to apply various map skills to the study

of Canada and Latin America. (topography, pictographs)
2. The students will compare the social life in Canada, Latin

America and the United States.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to speak using an outline.
2. The student will increase his ability to do creative writing.

(descriptive, figurative, sensory) Write papers on pictures thestudents took.
3. The student will be able to do organizational writing. (Writea script using pictures.)
4. The student will be able to express personal opinions, judgmentsand observations. (conclusion of project)

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guide under theabove subject areas for Sixth Graders.
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Photography as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Photography,
as it is related to various job clusters.

Photography

Clerical & Sales 1[1: Models

Professional

Miscellaneous

01

Photographer
Director
Producer
Actors
Actresses
Portrait Photographer
Cameraman
News Photographer
Commercial Photographer
Child Photographer
Aerial Photographer
Cartographer

Photograph Retoucher
Motion Picture'Projectionist
Director
Producer
Darkrooth Technicians

Color Technicians
Developers
Printers
Chemical Mixers
Slide Mounters
Photochecker and Assemblers
X-Ray Technicians

.,
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Guidance Concepts and Methodology

The guidance concepts as well as suggested methodology is indicated
for the mini-course, Photography. The counselor and classroom teacher will
attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realm
of these concepts.

GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

Fifth Grade

1. Individuals work to meet personal and A. Career Education Notebook.
social needs.

2. Observation of people at work improves B. Career Education Notebook.
knowledge.

3. Leisure time activities affect C. Puppet Play.
many career choices..

Sixth Grade

1. Individuals need special training. 9. Filmstrip "What Good Is
School?"
_Discussion.

2. Specialization leads to interdependency F. Guest Speaker
among people. G. Pie-Graph.
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Student Activity A

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals.work to meet per-
sonal and social needs.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

"Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals work to
meet personal and social needs.

Review personal and social needs for the students.
a. What would be some of these needs you might have now? list on board
b. What would.be some needs you might have when you grow up? list
c. What determines a person's needs?
d. How could occupations in Photography satisfy some of your needs

that we listed on the board?

The teacher may have the students list their needs and maybe the needs
of the future and show how a job that they are interested in may
satisfy those needs. Career Education Notebook. Teacher should
point out that everyone is not the same.

Student Activity - B

Purpose: To help students understand that observation of people at work
improves knowledge.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to learn that observation of people
at work improves our knowledge.

Have the students write a short story about something they can do
by watching other people do it in the past. When this is completed,
the teacher should check to see if what they learned is also in their
interest area. Point out that many times we just observe something
that we like.

Student Activity - C

purpose: To help children understand how leisure time affects career
choice.

Materials: Two puppets.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out what we like to do for
fun and that this has to do with jobs we'll have when we're older.
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Enactment:

Mike: What are you doing after school today?

Spike: Oh, nothing much.

Mike: Well, why don't you come over to my house and see my new pets?

Spike: I didn't know you had any pets.

Mike: I got a bunny for easter and my neighbor gave me a turtle
yesterday. My sister's little dog had puppies too.

Spike: How come you have so many pets? Aren't they a lot of work?

Mike: I don't think so. When I get older I want to be a veterinarian
and take care of all kinds of animals.

Spike: Maybe I'll bring my camera over and take pictures of your
pets. Did you know that my hobby is taking pictures. Part of the
fun of photography is developing the film. That's when you can see
your picture appear right in front of you. I know, let's take pictures
of your pets, then we'll go to my house_and I'll show you how every-
thing works.

Mike: Students, what do you think Spike wants to be when he gets
older?

Extension:
What do you like to do for fun and would you like to do it for a

living?

Student Activity - D & E

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals need special
training.

Materials: Filmstrip "What Good Is School?"

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out why we need to attend
school and possibly go on to further schooling. Now let's watch
the filmstrip.

Discussion: Why do we need to go to school? (Stress the idea that
elementary school is a foundation.) Discuss what subjects you would
need to take in high school to prepare for a job as a photographer.
Name jobs related to photography. What type of schooling would you
need for these jobs? What kind of jobs do you think you could get
if you quit school? Do you think you're helping yourself by staying
in school?
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Student Activity - F & G

Purpose: To help students understand that specialization leads to inter-
dependency among people.

Materials: Local photographer, poster paper, marks-a-lot.

Procedure:
ntroduction: Today we're going to learn that specialization leads

to interdependency among people.

Have a local photographer talk to the class on occupations in
photography. Have the speaker stress training, abilities, etc. At
the completion of the talk, divide the class up into groups. Have
each group make a circular graph showing the interdependency of
photography occupations.

Iphotographer Ideveloper

%JO
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Need of the Child as related to Practical Home Repairs

As the student reaches the intermediate grades, he is entering a stane where
he would like to be more ipdenendent. The student is looking forward to a
challenge where he can at-cbyptish somethiri6 by himself. Throunh this
challenge, the student receives much self-satisfaction. At this stage,
students are very curious, and through Practical Home Renairs, it is honed,
the activities Provided will satisfy the curiosity need, as well as provide
an opportunity for the child to accomnlish something by himself. The student's
self-satisfaction will be aided if he can fix or build something that can be
used.

Practical Home Repairs as intenrated into the Curriculum

The teacher can create an academic learning environment by using Practical
Home Renairs as the content. The students, through the varied activities,
will be able to repair or construct something that they are interested in.
As these activities are in nroaress, the teacher can relate academic subjects
to the students as well as follow up at the completion of the mini-course
with the curriculum concents that are related to Practical Home Penairs.
Students after doing the activity, should he able to comnrehend subject areas
easier as well as to develop insight in the imnortance of the academic areas.
Listed below are ways in which Practical Home Renairs can be integrated with
the subject areas as to curriculum outlines of the Fort Benton System.

FIFTH GRADE
Science
1. Each student will he able to observe that comnounds

their chemical properties. (various materials used
2. Students will be able to identify the properties of

Social Studies
1. The student will discuss economic conditions within

may be nrouped by
in the Project)
naint.

the United States.

Language Arts
1.* The student will be able to nive detailed directions and explanations

using projects the student is workinn on.
2. Students will be able to utilize the nersonal interview as a source of

information. (interview jobs that relate to Practical Home Repairs)
3. The student will be able to use resource and reference material more

effectively. (use "how to do books" when workina with projects)
4. The student will be able to improve in the writing of paragraphs

(originate and unify material in a story.

Math

17The student will develon an understanding of rational numbers.
2. The student will Perform mathematical operations.
3. The student will develop an understandinn of measurements.
4. The student will develon an annlication of mathematics.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum guide under the
above subject areas for fifth nraders
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SIXTH GPADE
Science
T. Each student will be able to build a simple electrical device and

explain how it functions.
2. Each student will be able to demonstrate that static electricity is

stored enernv and current electricity is kinetic energy.
3. Each student will be able to explain how an electric current can

be generated.
4. Each student will be able to investigate and describe that comnound

machines are a make-up of simple machines.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to discuss economic conditions comnarina

Canada, Latin America and the United States.
2. The student will be able to annly various map skills to the study of

Canada and Latin America; e.q., commercial, subsistence and culture.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to exnress personal oninions, judgments and

observations.
2. The. student will be able to write clear and concise directions

and explanations. (this is how you do it.)

Math

1-7--The student will be able to understand the relationship between
decimal fractions and money notations. (Finure the exnen3e for
repairs)

2. The - student will develop the ability to use the mathematical oner-
ations.

3. The student will be able to select the nroner measuring devices.
4. Thy student will develop an'annlication for mathematics.

*The above concents are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guide under
the above subject areas for sixth nraders.
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Practical Home Repair as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Practical Home

Repair, as it is related to various job clusters.

Practical Home
Repairs

Machines & Trades

Service

Benchwork

Structural

')9

1[1: Mechanic

II]: Chimney Sweep

III

Stonemasons
Tile Setters
Appliance Serviceman
Upholsterer
Electrician

Carpenter
Automobile Painter
Auto Body Repairman
Pipefitter
Sandblaster
Paperhanger
Hod Carrier
Carpet Layers
Welders
Brick Layers
Tile Setters
Glaziers
Lathers
Floor Layer
Concrete Finishers
Cement Masons
Stonemasons
Sheet-metal workers
Plasterer
Roofers
Telephone man
Painter
Plumber
Electrician
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Iuidance Concerts and Methodology

The nuidance concents as well as suggested methodolonv is indicated
for the mini-course, Practical Home Renairs. The counselor and classroom
teacher will attempt to exrand and develop student attitudes and ideas within
the realm of these concepts.

(UIDANCE CONCERTS

Fifth nrade

There is dignity in all types of work.

Cooperation amonn workers is essential.

Careers are aroused by job families.

Some workers nroduce goods, others
nroduce services.

Sixth nrade

Individuals are nualified to perform
different jobs.

Observation of people at work irrnroves
knowledge.

Individuals value systems affect career
choice.
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A. "Who An I?" nuessinn name
activity.

B. Field Trip. Visit rysler's
"anufacturino Company.

C. Career Education Notebook.

D. ordaoram

E. Punnet Play (Activity E)

F. Blackboard Discussion

n. Observation trip.

H. rilmstrin "Fire Denartment
Workers"

I. Crossword Puzzle.



Student Activity A

WHO A" I?

Purpose: To help students understand that there is dinnit' in all tunes
of work.

'Iaterials: Safety Pins, marks-a-lot, tan board.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that there is dignity in all
tvoes of work. First instruct the students that this game is about
types of fobs related to Practical Howe repairs. in a card on the
back of a student and have the rest of the class -see "who he is". The
class thinks of clues and "it" can nick three clues. If he nuesses
who he is then he can choose the next "it". If he doesn't guess
correctly, the teacher chooses the next "it".
Discussion: Have a discussion after each iob is revealed concerning
why that job is imnortant and why there must be neonle to perform
that iob.

Student Activity B & C

Purnose: To help students understand that cooneration among workers is
essential.

"aterials: Field trio to nysler "anufacturinn Company, Career Education
Notebook.

,Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're noinn to learn that cooperation among workers
is essential. lisit a local business that makes something and help the
students to understand the ir'nortance of cooperation.

Discussion nuestions:
a. In what way were the workers coonerating?
b. Describe what hannens if these workers would not coonerate.
c. How can the lobs that you observed be related to Practical Home

Penairs?

Career Education Notebook:
List nccunations that reouire:

a. Cooneration
b. No Cooneration



Student Activity - D
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ORDWAM

AILNPPACTICALZLI
CQAWLPET'..IP(InCDAS
SHOTASnXEPLYEBYW
TnJTSPHNLYAS'IREO
OTRXTKnUK'IZIEERY
NDEZEVNREAIONTPZ
EEBLRBEORLEDTTEg
"LRFELATHERSmEEF
AEIRRPNULRXVASWP
SCCCJEHFLOOPSESK
OTKHAEDODOFEOLYP
tIPLNARRAIIFgYNIEO
SIAIMNPHIEUASINK
1.1CYSIMEnDtalLTB41/
PIEUJHXCTSSALCIC
EAPETTIFEPIDNLHF
BNRERETSLnliPUHCm

Find each of these words in the nuzzle above. Draw a rind around each
word.

Practical Home Renairs Plasterer

Stonemasons Welder

Floor Laver Plumber

Upholsterer Cement tlasons

Pinefitter 'Iechanic

Painter Brick Laver

Chimney Sween Telenhone man

Tilesetter Lathers

glazier Poofers

Electrician Carnet Laver

119
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Student Activity - E

Purnose: To help children understand that some workers nroduce noods and
others nroduce services.

Materials: 2 nunnets

Procedure:
ntroduction: Today were noina to look at two nunnets and see how

different their jobs are. Yet because they are different we are noinn
to see how we need each job. Let's meet Brian the Butcher and Tom the
Tire Renairman.

Story and Enactment:
Brian: (nettinn out of truck) I sure have lots of thinns to do today.
Oh no, a flat tire and all those deliveries I have to make. I sunnose
I'll have to call the narane.

Tom: (Answering phone) "Tom's Tire nenair. Can -I help You?"

Brian: I've not a flat tire and need it fixed real ouick. Can you send
someone over?

Tom: I'm not busy, how about in ten minutes?

Brian: That will be oreat. Bye.

(Tom repairs the tire and durinn his lunch hour returns to the butcher shoe)

Tom: Hi Brian, do you have any snarerihs today?

Brian: Sure do, 49d a pound. I really annreciated you domino over right
away this morninn Tom. If I would have had to wait, I'd never have notten
all those deliveries made.

Tom: Students, what if there weren't any butchers in our town? And no one
to fix flat tires?

Discussion: What would happen if we all had the same job? What iohs do your
parents have? Do they need anyone else? Who,

13
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Student Activity - F

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals are nualified to
nerform different jobs.

Materials: Blackboard and chalk.

Procedure:

ntroduction: Today we're noinn to see how each one of us is qualified
to nerform different lobs. First write the above abilities on the
blackboard: writinn ability, mental ability, scientific ability,
artistic ability, nhvsical ability, manual ability, clerical ability,
musical ability, creative ability, Persuasive ability. Divide the
class into arouns of three or four. Have each nroun list as many
occupations associated with the abilities on the blackboard that relate
to Practical Home Penairs on a sheet of saner. Have one student from
each nroun write these on the board under the annronriate ability.
Hold a class discussion on why the occunations were nlaced under the
headinns. Since the students will be workinn in small nrouns, the
same lob should annear under different abilities and this is where the
student will discover that many occunations renuire more than one
ability.

Student Activity - n

Purnose: To heln students understand that observation of neonle at work
imnroves knowledge.

'laterials: Observation trip to a nas station. "ake arrannements to send
class to one nas station and half to another.

Procedure:
-Introduction: Have the students name all the ways they have learned about
careers. (E.n., yisitinn, readinn, yiewinn films, talking and dramatization)
One imnortant way is to observe neonle at work. First let's set un
some standards to follow when we no on our observation trin.
I. Keen in mind the nurnose for the observations.

'2. Record accurately what you see.
3. Have something snecific to look for.
4. Stand or sit where good observation of the worker can be made.
5_ Be interested and nay attention.

Now let's make an observation sheet to use when we no on our trin.
SA"DLE: Date observed Time observed

a. tlameof occunation
b. Worker uses hands yes no undecided
c. Worker uses eves yes no

d. Worker- works witn peonle yes no

e. Worker works with ideas
f. Worker works with thinns
n. Worker works outside
h. Worker works inside
i. Is his work dannerous?
i. What kinds of enuinment or tools does he use

5 11
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Student Activity - n cont.

k. What is the worker's attitude towards his job? nood?
bad? indifferent (doesn't care)

1. What nhysical demands are placed on the worker by his
occunation?

a. lifts heavy thinns

b. lifts light things
c. lifts very little
d. walks a-nreat deal
e. walks a little
f. sits most of time

m. Summary of observations

When you have returned, have each student renort to the class a summary of
his observations and what he thounht of the career. Include the summary
in the career scrapbook.

Student Activity - H

Purnose: To heln students understand that value systems affect career
choice.

Materials: Filmstrin "Fire Department Workers", Scranbook

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're noino to see how your value systems will

affect your career choice. First let's watch the "Fire Denartment
Workers" filmstrin.
Discussion:
a. What factors heln a nerson decide on an occunation?
b. Now can a nerson's set of values heln determine career choice?
c. What iobs minht an individual consider if flower was very imnortant

to him?
d. What jobs minht an individual consider if wealth was very imnortant

to him?
e. What jobs minht an individual consider if the resnect of others was

extremely imnortant to him?
f. What lobs minht an individual consider if caring for others was

imnortant to him?

What kind of person is a fireman? Is he selfish and does he iust care about
himself? Have the students list iobs relatinn to Practical Home °enairs
and then discuss what kind of values these neoole would have.
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ACROSS

PRACTICAL HOME REPAIRS

DOWN

Use this instead of naint.
Who naints houses
Tool for cutting.

Use this to get on the roof..
To make smooth.
Kind of Tree.

What #1 across belongs to.
Expensive wood.
What you hammer.

1. Who builds houses? 1.

2. Where he keens his tools. 2.

3. Do this accurately. 3.

4. Tool that makes holes. 4.

5. What we sit on in our homes. 5.

6. What #1 across nuts on the walls. 6.

7. Mountain Tree 7.

8. Liquid that comes out of trees. 8.

9.
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WOODWORKING

Need of Child as related to Woodworking

The students in the third and fourth grades are seeking approval and praise in the
things they do. If they can achieve something, happiness will result. With this
feeling of achievement, the child will progress more rapidly from the simple to
the complex because they are willing to try. Through the Woodworking activities,
the student will be provided with an opportunity to do something that necessitates
vigorous body activity, which they will enjoy. Also the student can 'express himself
through creativity and will be able to notice an improvement in tool handling as he
progress with this project.

Woodworking integrated into Curriculum

Woodworking can be used to teach various concepts in the academic areas. This could be
something different for the students because what they learned so far can be put into
practice. This could make school more meaningful and possibly change the attitude of
many towards school. They might develop an interest in subject areas if the experience
in Woodworking was a pleasant one. Listed below are ways in which Woodworking can be
integrated with the subject areas as to curriculum outlines of the Fort Benton System:

THIRD GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to group plants by structural characteristics:qtrees)
2. Each student will be able to differentiate the specific ways of reproduction

within the classes of plants.
3. Each student will be able to identify that structural changes in living things

are a product of their changing environment. (e.g., pine trees have needles)
4. Each student will be able to relate the origin and properties of soil.
5. Each student will be able to investigate and explain the conservation of soil.

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to listen while sharing oral experiences. (directions)
2. Develop the ability to use dictionaries and reference materials. (researching

trees, occupations, etc.)
3. The student will be able to express his own ideas through writing.

Math
1. The student will
2. The student must
3.. The student will
4. The student will

angles, parallel
5. The student will

identify even and odd numbers.

use knowledge of adding, subtracting, mulitplying and division.
read and write fractions.

develop an understanding of geometry: line segments, right
lines, radius, diameter, etc.)
measure to the nearest 1/4 inch.

Social Studies
1. The student will show the relationship between natural resources and needs and

wants of people.
2. The student will discuss how climate and physical features affect the location

of cities.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the above
subject areas for third graders.

IS
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FOURTH GRADE
Science
1. Each student will be able to identify that soil, air, and water are the

sources of raw material for photosynthesis.
2. Each student will be able to explain that there is an interchange of matter

between living things and their environment.
3. Each student will be able to conclude that there are special structures that

enable organisms to survive within their particular environment. (roots)

Language Arts
1. The student will be able to give courteous attention to a speaker. (direction

explanations, reports, etc.)
2. The student will be able to organize materials.
3. The student will write a short story on the experience of doing woodworking.

Math
1. The student will be able to identify parts of a whole from a given model.
2. The student will develop an understanding of geometric figures: circle, right

triangle, angles, line segment, etc.
3. The student will be able to select the proper unit of measurement (length,

area, width)
4. The student will be able to select the proper device to measure the following:

inch, foot, yard.

Social Studies
1. The student will be able to differentiate agriculture regions from industrial

regions.
2. The student will be able to identify Montana's location, physical features and

resources as a part of a region.

*The above concepts are found in the Fort Benton Curriculum Guides under the above
subject areas for fourth graders.
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Woodworking as related to job clusters

The following design is intended to depict the mini-course, Woodworking,
as it is related to various job clusters.

Woodworking

Barker Operator
Beater Engineer

Processing Backtender
Supercalinder Operator

Mill Worker
Miscellaneous Logger

Log Sawyer

11[1: Chemist
Professional Industrial Arts

Teacher

Benchwork Die Maker
Pattern Maker

Machines and Trades

Structural

;*t.11:10

111

Chipperman
Machine Tender
Paper Sorter and Counter
Envelope Machine Oper.
Corrugator Operator
Printer Slotter Oper.

[Pipefitters
Laminator
Boat Builder
Tool Makers
Wood Finisher
Cabinet Maker
Lathe Operator
Painter
Carpenters
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WOODWORKING

Guidance Concepts and Methodology

The guidance concepts as well as suggested methodology is indicated
for the mini-course, Woodworking. The counselor and classroom teacher will
attempt to expand and develop student attitudes and ideas within the realm
of theSe concepts.

Third Grade
GUIDANCE CONCEPTS METHOD

1. There is dignity in all types of A. Experience Chart
work. B. Filmstrip. "What Do You Like

To Do?"

2. Individuals work to meet personal and C. Career Education Notebook.
social needs.

3. People work for various rewards D. Career Education Notebook.
and satisfactions.

4. Cooperation among workers is E. Career Education Notebook.
essential.

Fourth Grade

1. Individuals need special training. F. "Builder" Crossword Puzzle.

2 Supply and demand help determine
career choice.

3 Individuals differ in abilities,
interests and values.

4 Self-understanding is essential
when choosing a job.

.5'1K.P.A._

G. Puppet Play

H. Career Education Notebook.

I. Career Education Notebook.
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Student Activity - A & B

Purpose: To help students understand that there is dignity in all work.

Materials: Experience Chart, Filmstrip "What Do You Like To Do?"

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that there is dignity in all
types of work.

Have students name jobs that would be important to them. Also
ask students why it would be important to other people. Show the
filmstrip "What Do You Like To Do?".

Develop an experience chart.
EXAMPLE:

WORK

Work is important
Work makes a person feel good.
Work helps other people.

Workers need to have a job he likes.

Student Activity - C

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals'work to meet personal
and social needs.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals work to meet
personal and social needs.

Review with the students what personal and social needs are. Ask
them what needs they have. List these needs on the board. (e.g., power,
money, entertainment, privacy, status, security, etc.) Ask the class why
we need these things. Do you think we will always have some type of need?
Why? Have a discussion concerning the reasons people work? Is it always
just for money, or would we have a guilty feeling if we didn't work? Have
the students write a few sentences in their Career Education Notebook
concerning the needs they have.

Activity - D

Purpose: To help students understand that people work for various rewards and
satisfactions.

Materials: Career Education Notebook:

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to find out why people work. Have each
student take a turn at pantomiming an action related to Woodworking. Others
in the class must guess what the activity or job is. (e.g., carpenter,
hammering, sanding, painting, carving, sawing, etc.) If the class guesses
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correctly the student can pick the next "it". If the class guesses
incorrectly, the teacher chooses the next "it".

After each job or activity is revealed, discuss the rewards or
satisfactions this individual is working towards.

Have each student write a wall paragraph on the rewards or satis-
factions that a job related to Woodworking would provide. Include it in
their notebooks.

Student Activity _- E

Purpose: To help students understand that cooperation among workers is
essential.

Materials: Newspapers, Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Do you think it is important for workers to cooperate?
Let's get out our Career Education Notebook and at the top of the page
write the word "Woodworking". Under this, list as many jobs as you can
think of that relate to Woodworking.

Let's have someone write them on the board. Next to every job let's
write a problem that lack of cooperation in this job might create. Bring
in the idea of strikes and labor-management problems. Has there ever
been any strikes in this town? What strikes have you heard about on T.V.
or the radio?

Have the students bring articles from the newspaper concerning
labor-management problems. Discuss these with the class, then paste
the articles in their Career Education Notebooks.

Student Activity - F

Purpose: To help children understand that individuals need special training.

Materials: "Builder" Crossword Puzzle

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to find out why we need special training
in order to do a job properly. First let's do the Crosswork Puzzle on the
"Builder".

Now let's have someone go to the board and write the word "Woodworking",
Tell me all the jobs you can think of that are related to Woodworking.
Let's have someone else go to the board now and write the word "Education"
next to "Woodworking". Let's think of the educational requirements needed
for each job. (E.g., elementary, high school, college, vo-tech, other)

Now let's all suppose that we didn't have any education at all. How
would we know how to build a house, furniture, office building, or anything?
Would we know how to read instructions or measure? Think of other
reasons we would need an education.

123
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Student Activity - G

Purpose: To help children understand that supply and demand help determine
career choice.

Materials: Two puppets, mobile.

Procedure:
Introduction: Today we're going to meet Mr. Supply and Mr. Demand. They
both work at the Fort Benton Toy Shoppe.

Story and Enactment:

Mr. Supply: Man, I really feel like working today. I'm going to make
fifty toys today.

(Meanwhile, Mr. Demand is doing the bookkeeping work.)

Mr. Demand: Our toy shop is just crammed with toys, but we're not making
any money. We'll soon have to close our shop if we don't get any business.

Mr. Supply: I wonder where I'm going to put all these new toys. All our
shelves are full.

Mr. Demand: Mr. Supply, I have some sad news for you. If we don't get
any people in to buy our toys, we'll soon have to close.

Mr. Supply: But I have just made fifty'new.toys.

Mr. Demand: Let me explain something to you. Let's use this mobile you
made for an example. The mobile must be balanced all the tine or it will
tilt and not work right. So it is with our shop. We have too many toys
(one side of mobile is weighted down) and not enough people buying them
(other end goes up). We must have complete balance all the time. Students
do you know what we'll have to do? (Solicit responses, stop making toys,
advertise toys more, etc.)

Discussion: What other jobs can you think of that must keep in balance?
-Name some jobs that aren't in demand any more. Would it be wise to get
one of these jobs? Name some jobs-that will be needed in the future.

Student Activity - H

Purpose: To help students understand that individuals differ in
abilities, interests and values.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn that individuals differ in
abilities, interests and values.

Have each child write a descriptive paragraph of some members of
the class leaving out his name. The teacher will want to encourage the
use of positive personality Viaracteristics, interests and abilities,

:f. ri.4
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as well as physical characteristics.
The children may read their

paragraphs and let the class guess the person they are describing.

Career Education Notebook:

The teacher will ask the question "What career can abilities and interests
in woodworking lead to? A discussion of their findings will follow.

Student Activity - I

Purpose: To help students realize that self-understanding is essential
when choosing a job.

Materials: Career Education Notebook.

Procedure:

Introduction: Today we're going to learn more about ourselves in order
to properly choose a job. First let's answer the questions that have
been passed cut to us. Instruct the class that they may eigher draw orwrite the answer. When they have finished, have the students include
these sheets in their Career Education Notebooks.

Have the students list jobs that relate to Woodworking on the black-board. Hold a class discussion on whether or not they would enjoy workingat one of these jobs. Have the students discuss what type of individual
would be happy with a Woodworking-related occupation.

Select questions from "The Me I Know".

1254"..)Art.,
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LIST OF REFERENCES

Teacher Guide for Career and Attitude Development, State Department of Education,
CapitaT Buildinn, Cheyenne, Wvominn.

"The Me I Know", Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

The Instructor, ,-,-.:oruary, 1972.

Filmstrips "What Is A Job", "What Do You Like To Do", "Who Are You", "What Are Job
Families", "What Good Is School". Sinner Comnanv.

Filmstrips "Community. Workers and Helners". Singer Comnanv.

"Dusso Kit" American Guidance Service, Circle Pines, Minnesota.

"When I Grow Up I Want To Be" The Instructo Corporation, Paoli, Pennvslvania.

"The Grade Teacher", Darien, Connecticut.

"Early Yap's", Darien, Connecticut.

Career Education Resource Guide, Bottoms, Evans, Hovt, and Willers, GeneralLearning Cornoration, 1972.

STUDENT REFERENCES

Arts and Crafts

I Want To Be an Architect, Eunene Baker, 1969-70 - 79575. Elementary Library.Arts and Crafts Guides. Counselor's Office.

Culinary Arts

Let's Visit a Bakery, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinc' Comnanv, Elementary Library.Let's Visit a Supermarket, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishinn Company, Flementary Library.Let'sAlisit the Dairy, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishinn Comnanv, Elementary Library.Culinary Arts Guides, Counselor's office.
. Man Builds Tomorrow, Ress and Liebow, Creative Education Society, Inc.

Hand Sewinn

Let's Visit a Clothinn Factory, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Comnany, Elem. Library.Clothing Construction ruides. Counselor's Office.

Horticulture

Let's Visit a Farm, Billy Pone, Taylor Rublishinn Comnany, Elementary Library.Let's Visit the Supermarket, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Comnany, Elementary Library.Let's Visit a Flower Shon, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishing Comnanv, Elementary Library.I Want To Be a Forester, Eugene Baker, 1969-70 - 79575. Elementary Library.Horticulture Guides. Counselor's office
A.06
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Lettering and Layout

Let's Publish a Book, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishing Comnany. Elementary Library.
Let's Go To School, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Comnany. Elementary Library.
Let's Visit the Newsnaper, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Comnanv. Elementary Library
I Want To Be an Architect, Eugene Baker, 1969-70 - 79575. Elementary Library.
Lettering and Layout Guides. Counselor's Office.

Outdoor Livina

Let's Go Campine, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishing Comnanv. Elementary Library.
I Want To Be a Weatherman, Euaene Baker, 1972, 76-178494.
Outdoor Living Suides. Counselor's Office.

Personal Bankina

I Want to Be a Bank Teller, Euaene Baker, 1972, 75-1785491. Elementary Library.
Let's Visit the Bank, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Comnanv. Elementary Library.
Banking Information. Counselor's Office.

Photography

Let's Visit a Television Station, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishing Comnany. Elem. Library
Let's Visit a Newsnaner, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Company. Elementary Library.
Let's Publish a Book, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishing Comnany. Elementary Library.
Photography tuides. Counselor's Office.

Practical Home Repairs

let's Visit an Electric Company, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishinn Company. Elem. Library
Practical Home Renair Guides. Counselor's Office.
Let's Visit the Telenhone Comnanv, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishinn Company. Elem. Lib.
Let's Visit the Fire Station, Billy Pone, Taylor Publishing Comnany. Elem. Library.

Woodworking

Let's Build a House, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishing Comnany. Elementary Library.
Let's Visit a Furniture Factory, Billy Pope, Taylor Publishing Comnanv. Elem. Library
Woodworking Projects. Counselor's Office.
I Want To Be A Forester, Eugene Baker, 1969-70 - 79578.
I Want To Be An Architect, Eugene Baker, 1969-70 - 79575.
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